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PRIVATIZATION OF SALLIE MAE AND CONNIE
LEE

TUESDAY, JUNE 20, 1995

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, ARTS AND HUMANITIES, OF

THE COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:34 a.m., in room
SD-430, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Jeffords (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Jeffords, Gorton, Pell, Kennedy, Dodd, and
Simon.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR JEFFORDS

Senator JEFFORDS. J will call the hearing to order.
Senator Pell is delayed at the Foreign Relations Committee, so

we will go ahead at his request.
I want to welcome Mr. Hough and Mr. Sockwell. I appreciate

your coming. We will have an interesting hearing.
Today's subcommittee hearing will focus on the prospect and pos-

sibility of privatizing the Student Loan Marketing Association, Sal-
lie Mae, and the College Construction Loan Insurance Association,
Connie Lee. The testimony presented will assist us in determining
whether or not it is in the Government's best interest to divest it-
self of these two associations and what the ramifications would be
for students, schools and the marketplace.

The issue of privatization of Sallie Mae and Connie Lee is prece-
dent-setting. Never before has any Government-sponsored entity
been privatized. While each case is unique in many respects, what
we do here will impact future decisions. This alone is reason
enough to thoroughly investigate and understand the consequences
of cutting Federal ties implicit or explicit to these two associations.

But setting precedent is not the only issue that we must occupy
ourselves with here today. There are other issues of more impor-
tance. Namely, have these organizations successfully fulfilled the
mission for which they were originally created, or will privatization
leave a void in service?

Will there be, in the case of Sallie Mae, another viable lender of
last resort or an adequate secondary market infrastructure? In the
case of Connie Lee, will lower credit institutions still have access
to bond insurance for the construction of educational facilities?

Another issue of concern is the budget impact of privatization.
The Senate Budget Committee assumed that a significant fee could

(1)
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be levied on Sallie Mae upon privatization, in return for the years
of financial benefits Sallie Mae has enjoyed. However, questions
have arisen concerning its ability to provide such a fee. Instead, the
focus is now on budget neutrality and determining a way to ensure
that privatization not cost the Federal Government.

And related and also very important is the question of direct
lending, its future, and what are the implications of, for instance,
going to 100 percent direct lending in the near future. Is this part
of the desire for privatization? Is there a need for privatization?

I say that because we are in the Budget Committee battle right
now. If the House demands us to make the cuts that they have in
their budget it will lead us, as one of the only reasonable solitions,
to move very quickly, to direct lending.

It is thus the purpose of this hearing to provide this subcommit-
tee with a full understanding of the implications of privatization.
Our decisions must be based on sound policy and fiscal responsibil-
ity. Simultaneously, we must ensure that the original mission for
these two associations not be forgotten in the debate.

I believe the witnesses before us today will assist us in answer-
ing these and other important questions, and I look forward to to-
day's testimony.

Mr. Hough, you may proceed. I will not turn the clock on, but
I hope you will keep in mind that we could have a long day if ev-
eryone takes as much time as a Senator would.

N1r. HOUGH. There is no risk in that regard, Senator. (Laughter.]

STATEMENTS OF LAWRENCE A. HOUGH, PRESIDENT AND
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, STUDENT LOAN MARKETING
ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, DC; AND OLIVER R. SOCKWELL,
PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, COLLEGE
CONSTRUCTION LOAN INSURANCE ASSOCIATION, WASHING-

TON, DC
Mr. HOUGH, Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the

subcommittee. My name is Lawrence Hough, and I am president
and chief executive officer of the Student Loan Marketing Associa-
tion. I have held this position for approximately 5 years. I joined
Sallie Mae in its founding year, 1973.

I appear before you this morning to discuss the orderly conver-
sion of Sallie Mae from a Government-sponsored entity to a fully
private corporation. In my testimony today, I will sound four
themes. First, Sallie Mae is a successful public-private partnership
that has accomplished its primary mission and is now posed to
begin the next phase of its life cycle, moving away from Govern-
ment sponsorship.

Second, as a fully private company, Sallie Mae will remain fully
committed to the Federal Family Education Loan Program. That is
our core business today and will remain so.

Third, Sallie Mae can add a great deal of value to the customers
it now servesschools, students, parents, lendersif it is free to
use its technological, financial and transaction processing expertise
in new and important ways.

Finally, Sallie Mae's privatization plan must be crafted carefully
to assure approval by its shareholders. This includes being careful
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to avoid burdening of privatized Sallie Mae with unnecessary fees
or other considerations.

When Sallie Mae was created in 1972, only $1 billion in feder-
ally-guaranteed student loans were originated by lenders. In con-
trast, in 1994, over $24 billion in such loans were provided by pri-
vate sources. Sallie Mae has been instrumental in this vast expan-
sion, and it has done so without any direct subsidies from the Fed-
eral Treasury. We have helped make education possible for 20 mil-
lion students and will continue to serve these customers as a fully
private company.

Today, the student loan marketplace has developed to full matu-
rity. There are at least 40 secondary markets and a number of
banks which purchase loans from other lenders. In addition, the
securitization of student loans has added a new financing option for
lenders making student loans.

The competition in this marketplace is healthy, and the rationale
for maintaining a GSE is weak. Privatization of Sallie Mae offers
an opportunity to reduce borrowing that is implicit Federal back-
ing. Even though not a single dollar of Sallie Mae's $53 billion of
outstanding debt securities carries a Federal guarantee, investors
who hold these bonds and the market generally perceive them to
carry the implicit backing of the United States Government. Sallie
Mae's privatization, as proposed, will in time move it completely
away from any implicit obligation to the Government part and
cleanly sever the link back to the American taxpayer that has ex-
isted for the past two decades.

Sallie Mae's privatization is good public policy in that it allows
Congress to chart a new course for prospective GSEs. That course
might proceed as follows. A GSE would at first deploy its special
attributes to achieve the purpose for which it was created. How-
ever, the expectation would be built in from the start that as soon
as the mission had been accomplished, the GSE would move away
from Government protection. Demonstrating that a GSE can be
transitioned successfully to fully private status would validate that
course.

Sallie Mae is now prepared to take on the challenges ahead
using the financial know-how or servicing capabilities and edu-
cational expertise. We have created the strong financial balance
sheet and standing with credit rating agencies that are necessary
to operate in the private sector. We have done this through sound
management and operation. It is not merely a side effect of our
GSE status.

The privatization plan that we support is one on which we have
worked together with House and Senate staff as well as the admin-
istration. This plan is currently embodied in H.R. 1720. It is de-
signed to allow an orderly transition to private status for Sallie
Mae, while protecting the interests of the Federal Government, bor-
rowers, and other participants in the program, holders of Sallie
Mae debt, Sallie Mae shareholders, and the American taxpayer.

The proposed plan creates a structure that will absolutely ensure
that the existing Sallie Mae debt, issued as a GSE and in many
instances not due until the next century, is unaffected by our pri-
vatization.
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This bill also addresses the issue of budget neutrality. This issue
arises because of the special offset fee imposed on Sallie Mae by
the 1993 Student Loan Reform Act. We believe that this budget
problem can be solved, and moreover, this is a burden to be borne
by Sallie Mae alone. H.R. 1720 provides one solution.

In recognition of the Federal Government's involvement in the
success of the GSE, our proposal includes a provision whereby the
Government will receive warrants to purchase Sallie Mae stock in
the future at a price fixed now. This will allow the Government to
share in the growth and success of the new company.

The privatization proposal is also structured in a way that we
think will be acceptable to the owners of Sallie Maeour share-
holders. I am sure you are all aware that there has been serious
concern among Sallie Mae shareholders in recent months regarding
the current and future path of the company. The shareholders of
Sallie Mae are investorspeople and firms managing their own
and other retirement savings, individual Americans, and many
nonprofit organizations.

Any privatization plan must be accepted by these shareholders.
Since February 1993, over $4 billion of shareholder value has been
lost for Sallie Mae investors. Our shareholders have already paid
a huge feea real economic loss. Onerous exit considerations or
unnecessary burdens placed on the new company will not be ac-
ceptable to the shareholders.

I look forward to working with you to fine-tune to the House ver-
sion of the privatization proposal and to move toward its enactment
by Congress. This will be an important step for Sallie Mae, for the
taxpayers, and for privatization efforts in general.

I would be glad to respond to your questions.
Thank you.
Senator AFFORDS. Thank you, Mr. Hough.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Hough follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF LAWRENCE A. HOUGH

Good Morning Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee. My name is
Lawrence Hough. I am president and chief executive officer of the Student Loan
Marketing Association. I joined Sallie Mae in 1972, the year in which it was created
by the Congress to develop a strong secondary market for federally-guaranteed stu-
dent loans. The Congress hoped that, by ensuring liquidity to lenders who partici-
pate in the Federal loan program through the creation of Sallie Mae, the amount
of private capital available to fund the education of America's students would in-
crease. I am appearing before you today as the representative of that public/private
partnership, a partnership that has achieved the core purpose for which it was cre-
ated.

In 1972, only $1 billion in federally-guaranteed student loans were originated by
lenders. In contrast, in 1994, over $24 billion in such loans were provided by private
sources and a total of more than $80 billion worth of private sector capital was de-
voted to these loans at the end of that year. Sallie Mae has been instrumental in
this vast expansion. Without any direct subsidies from the Federal Treasury, Sallie
Mae has successfully tapped the private capital markets to expand its secondary
market activities, and has provided other funding support to education. We have
helped make education possible for 20 million students.

The corporation you created to accomplish these goals is now ready to move on
and allow the government to remove itself from a market where the private sector
is no longer in need of the government's assistance. When Sallie Mae was created
by Congress, few lenders were willing to support the fledgling student loan program.
One reason was a lack of secondary market outlets for student loans. With the cre-
ation of the GSE and its success in fulfilling its public mission, the market devel-
oped to the point that today approximately 7,200 lenders are participating in the
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Federal Family Education Loan Program (the "FFELP "). A number of these lend-
ers, including several of the largest participants, make loans and. then retain owner-
ship of them through repayment. In addition, there are at least 42 secondary mar-
kets, and a number of banks, which purchase loans from other lenders. Over the
course of the past few years, some large portfolios of FFELP loans have been
securitized, using the same capital market structures which support the annual
securitization of tens of billions of dollars in credit card, automobile, and mortgage
loans. And, of course, there is Sallie Mae, whose continuing presence as a private
company would continue to provide a major source of liquidity and support to col-
leges and lenders alike. The competition in the marketplace is healthy. The FFELP
no longer needs a GSE for liquidity purposes.

The continuing presence of a government-sponsored secondary market for feder-
ally-insured student loans is also affected by Congress' adoption, in 1993, of a new
direct student loan program. Under this program, the Federal Government acts as
the lender itself. Under current law, this program is scheduled to replace at least
60 percent of the student loan volume per year by 1998. Even if proposals now be-
fore Congress to cap this percentage are adopted, a portion of the market will still
be covered by the public sector, rather than the private sector.

Repositioning Sallie Mae as a private corporation also offers an opportunity to re-
duce borrowing that has implicit Federal backing. Even though not a single dollar
of Sallie Mae's $53 billion of outstanding debt securities carries a Federal guaran-
tee, investors who hold these bonds and the market generally perceive them to carry
the "implicit" backing of the U.S. Government. Sallie Mae's $53 billion in debt is
part of what you have all heard referred to as the government's 'off balance sheet"
liability, that piece of' overall taxpayer exposure not included when the "national
debt" is calculated. Sallie Mae's privatization as proposed will, over time, move it
completely away from any implicit obligation on the government's part and will
sever the link back to the American taxpayers that has existed for over two decades.

Another reason why we believe Sallie Nfae's privatization is good_public policy is
that it allows Congress to chart a new course for prospective GSEs. That course pro-
ceeds as follows: a GSE should at first deploy its special attributes to achieve the
purpose for which it was created. However, the expectation would be built in from
the start that, as soon as this mission has been accomplished, the GSE would move
away from government protection.

Over the past 2 years Sallie Mae has prepared itself for the possibility of leaving
its GSE status. We are prepared to take on the challenges ahead using the financial
know-how, servicing capabilities and educational expertise we now possess. We have
created the strong balance sheet and standing with the credit rating agencies that
are necessary to cperate in the private sector. We have done this through sound
management and operation. It is not a mere side effect of GSE status.

The challenges facing higher education are changing, so must we. Our primary
business as a private company will still be as a secondary market for student
loanswe will help make education possible for the children of the 20 million
former students we helped in the past. We will also use our strengths to help solve
other problems facing colleges and universities.

We have worked closely with Congress and the Administration for many months
in developing a privatization plan. The plan we have developed together is currently
embodied in H.R. 1720. It is d,esigned to allow an orderly transition to private status
for Sallie Mae while protecting the interests of the Federal Government, borrowers
and other participants in the student loan program, the holders of Sallie Mae's debt,
Sallie Mae's shareholders and the American taxpayer. It includes an orderly wind-
down of the GSE entity and the launching of the new, private corporation.

The proposed plan carefully addresses the critical issues in this process that re-
quire special sensitivity. It creates a structure that will absolutely ensure that exist-
ing Sallie Mae debt, issued as a GSE and in many instances not due until the next
century, is unaffected by privatization.

The bill also addresses the issue of budget neutrality. This issue arises because
of the special offset fee imposed on Sallie isdae by the 1993 Student Loan Reform
Act. This fee will not apply to loans owned by the fully private entity which will
emerge following privatization. The Budget Enforcement Act of 1990 requires that
expected revenues from the fee be offset. Even though, as a recent Congressional
Research Service report has said, this budget neutrality requirement has an espe-
cially perverse outcome in this case and was never intended to block the worthy na-
tional economic policy underlying privatization, we believe the budget neutrality
problem can be solved. This is a burden to be borne by Sallie Mae alone. We are
not asking others to share in this.

In addition to achieving budget neutrality, however, our proposal also acknowl-
edges Federal Government participation over the years in the success of the GSE
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by providing that the Federal Government will receive warrants to purchase Sallie
Mae stock in the future at a price fixed now. This will allow the government to
share in the growth and success of the new company.

Our privatization proposal is also structured in a way that we think will be ac-
ceptable to the owners of Sallie Maeour shareholders. I am sure you are all aware
that there has been serious concern among Sallie Mae's shareholders in recent
months regarding the current and future path of the company. The shareholders of
Salhe Mae are investorspeople and firms managing their own and others' retire-
ment savings. They also include many mutual funds investing the savings of many
Americans, as well as the endowments of major non-profit institutions. Any privat-
ization plan will need to be accepted by these shareholders. Since February 1993,
over $4 billion of shareholder value has been lost for Sallie Mae investors, prin-
cipally as a result of market response to the introduction of direct lending, the Sallie
Mae offset fee, and other budget cuts affecting the FFELP. Our ohareholders have
already paid a huge fee, a real economic loss. While they cannot be expected to pay
more, they are well aware that Sallie Mae must make hard chosces. We believe that
prwatization accomplishes the GSE transition in a rational manner, creating a
healthy, private company with a bright future using all of Sallie Mae's assets and
possibilities. This is the best way to maximize the value of our shareholders' invest-
ments and unlock our ability to help support higher education more broadly, work-
ing from our solid understanding of serving the millions ofstudents whose loans we
hold and service.

Senator JEFFORDS. Mr. Sockwell, please proceed.
Mr. SOCKWELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the

subcommittee. My name is Oliver Sockwell, and I am president and
CEO of Connie Lee. I appreciate this opportunity to acquaint you
with the history and accomplishments of Connie Lee, as well as to
discuss several advantages of privatizing the corporation at this
time.

Let me clearly State one key advantage as we start, however. I
privatized Connie Lee will be able to provide even more support to
higher education institutions.

By way of introduction, Connie Lee was authorized by Congress
in 1986 to help finance the $100 billion demand for new and ren-
ovated higher education facilities. Research studies had determined
that long-term, low-cost debt financing was the only realistic source
of the billions of dollars needed to improve the Nation's colleges,
universities and teaching hospitals. Congress concluded rightfully,
therefore, that some sort of Government initiative was required.

Here is where the story gets interesting. Congress decided not to
create another expensive federally-guaranteed loan program; nor
did you create another traditional Government-sponsored enter-
prise. Rather, Congress decided on an innovative new approach and
authorized Connie Lee to be a State-regulated insurance corpora-
tion that guarantees the repayment of moneys borrowed by colleges
and teaching hospitals.

As a financial guarantee company, Connie Lee operates much
more efficiently than a traditional Government-sponsored enter-
prise. For example, with proper management, every dollar of
Connie Lee's capital can guarantee more than $100 of borrowings.
Perhaps even more important, the level of Federal financial back-
ing is significantly less in Connie Lee than in any other GSE. Con-
sider that the only Federal support of Connie Lee is a $19 million
equity investmentless than 15 percent of the total of more than
$130 million of equity capital that was raised.

However, this $19 million was critical; it served as the venture
capital to create a corporation which has provided approximately



$10 billion of guarantees of principal and interest for academic fa-
cilities financings.

It is very important to note that Connie Lee has not operated in
a way that simply duplicates the efforts of private companies. In-
stead, Connie Lee has been true to the mission you gave uswork-
ing to expand the availability of insured financing to more colleges
and teaching hospitals.

We specialize in the most complex financings as well as the
smaller and less well-known institutions, which other guarantors
sometimes overlook. These institutions, although not among the
country's most prominent, are the key to educational opportunity
and health care for millions of Americans.

With this record of apparent success, many will ask: Why would
Connie Lee seek privatization? Should Congress change anything?
And can Connie Lee function without Federal support?

Let us dispense with that last question right away. Unlike other
GSEs, Connie Lee does not rely on a line of credit to the U.S.
Treasury. Connie Lee does not use federally-backed debt to fund its
operations. And Standard and Poors clearly states that Connie Lee
has earned its AAA rating based purely on its prudent financial
management and without any consideration of explicit or implied
Federal backing.

So you can see that Connie Lee is fully prepared, ready, willing
and able to be privatized.

The Federal Government achieves several important goals by
privatizing Connie Lee, which would be accomplished primarily
through the sale of the Government's equity interest in the com-
pany. Just like any other asset sale, it would return money to the
U.S. Treasury. Also, privatization would remove the basis for any
claim of Federal Government obligation for the $10 billion of
Connie Lee guarantees.

From this committee's perspective, however, perhaps the key ad-
vantage might be that privatization would allow Connie Lee to gen-
erate sufficient revenues to continue, expand and improve its sup-
port of colleges and teaching hospitals, and without asking the
Government for more financial support.

Now, I suspect that some observers may still be wondering why
Connie Lee itself desires privatization. In that regard, we have
probably all learned that it is often the case when creating some-
thing new that there may be some unforeseen and unintended con-
sequences. In the case of Connie Lee, there is insufficient balance
between the modest level of Government support and the high de-
gree of Federal restriction on our business activities.

As an example, the company is prevented from covering the high-
er expense of underwriting marginal educational institutions with
revenues from other types of insurance or business activities. Fur-
thermore, it is difficult fbr Connie Lee to react fast enough to
changes in interest rates and the economy, which occur much more
rapidly than a decade ago, when our legislation was originally
crafted.

Also, very important is that the Federal Government restrictions
severely limit the ability of Connie Lee to provide shareholders a
fair return on their equity investment. This greatly reduces Connie
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Lee's ability to attract additional capital, and as you are aware,
capital is the life blood of every insurance company.

I believe it would be useful at this point to recall that privatiza-
tion is not a new idea at Connie Lee. From the very start, we envi-
sioned a true public-private partnership that would work better
and with less risk to the Government than previous GSEs, one that
would operate through a more efficient business structure, one that
would never rely on the Government for a majority of its financing,
and one which would ultimately shed all vestiges of Federal sup-
port so as to stand completely on its own.

In fact, divestiture of the Federal equity is anticipated in the
original language of our enabling legislation, so in effect, we are
today simply asking Congress to take the final step in achieving its
original vision for Connie Lee.

In closing, please consider that the privatization of Connie Lee
does more than reduce Federal interference in the credit markets.
A privatized Connie Lee will be able to provide even more insur-
ance for higher education financing, but will also be able to support
other much needed infrastructure improvementselementary and
secondary school construction, as one example. And just as with
colleges and hospitals, our specialty will be the less well-estab-
lished issuers and the more complex financial projects which are
sometimes overlooked by others.

I hope this discussion will encourage you to support the privat-
ization of Connie Lee. Thank you, and I will be pleased to answer
your questions.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Sockwell follows:1

PREPARED STATEMENT OF OLIVER R. SocKwELL

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I appreciate this opportunity
to acquaint you with the history and accomplishments of Connie Lee, as well as to
discuss several advantages of privatizing the corporation at this time.

By way of introduction, Connie Lee was authorized by Congress in 1986 to help
finance the $100 billion demand for new and renovated college facilities, including
classroom buildings, laboratories, libraries, teaching hospitals and student housing.
Research studies had determined that increased access to long-term, low cost debt
financing was the only realistic source of the billions of dollars needed on a nation-
wide basis. Congress concluded rightfully, therefore, that some sort of Government
initiative was needed.

Here is where the story gets interesting. Congress decided not to take the easy
route and create another expensive federally guaranteed loan program. Nor did you
create another traditional government-sponsored enterprisewhich would have
meant billions of dollars of new Federal debt to be relent in competition with the
Nation's banking system. Rather, Congress authorized Connie Lee to be a private
guarantee corporation whose mission is to insure the repayment of monies borrowed
by colleges and hospitals.

As a financial guarantee company, Connie Lee operates much more efficiently
than a traditional GSE. For example, with proper management, every dollar of cap-
ital can support more than $100 of guarantees. Perhaps even more important, the
level of Federal financial backing is significantly less in Connie Lee than in any
other GSE. Consider that the only Federal support of Connie lee is a $19 million
equity investmentless than 15 percent of the total $130 million of equity raised.
However, this $19 million served as the venture capital to create a corporation
which has provided approximately $10 billion of guarantees of principal and interest
for academw facilities financings. Connie Lee's guarantees increase investor demand
for an institution's bonds and thereby lower the interest cost, saving millions of dol-
lars. Furthermore, because repayment of the financing is insured by Connie Lee, the
repayment period can be spread over a longer term, preserving even more cash for
current expenses at the school or hospital.
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It is very important to note that Connie Lee has worked to expand the availability
of insurancenot to take market share from private companies. To my knowledge,
Connie Lee has never taken any transaction from a major insurer. Rather, we spe-
cialize in the more complex financings and smaller and less well-known institutions
which other guarantors sometimes overlook. These institutions, although less promi-
nent, are the key to educational opportunity and health care for millions of A.meri-
cans. To name just a very few: Widener University in Pennsylvania; Berkshire and
Middlesex Community Colleges in Massachusetts; Whittier College in California;
University Medical Center in Florida; Valparaiso University in Indiana; and Incar-
nate Word College in Texas. Among historically black colleges and universities,
Connie Lee has recently offered commitments to Clark Atlanta University in Geor-
gia, as well as the University of the District of Columbia.

Regardless of Connie Lees positive contribution, no one institution alone can do
the job. That's why it's important to observe that Connie Lee's ability to a...alyze
and insure college and university financings has not gone unnoticed. Since we
launched our program, others have followed Connie Lee's example, and large finan-
cial institutions and major bond insurers have directed more than $50 billion of
long-term capital into academic facilities investments.

With this record of apparent success, several questions seem obvious: First, why
would Connie Lee seek privatization? Second, why should Congress change any-
thing? Finally, and perhaps most important, can C,onnie Lee function and prosper
without Federal support? 1.,et's dispense with that last question right away. There
should be no doubt of Connie Lee's ability to stand alonewe've pretty much been
doing that for a decade nowfrom the very start. Unlike other GSE's, Connie Lee
does not rely on a line of credit to the U.S. Treasury. Connie Lee does not use feder-
ally backed debt to fund its operations. Among GSE's, only Connie Lee has earned
its AAA rating based purely on its prudent financial management, and without any
consideration of explicit or implied Federal backing. In fact, Connie Lee already
meets all industry standards and regulatory thresholds for solvency, capital and re-
servesjust like any private financial company. So you can see that Connie Lee is
fully preparedready, willing and ableto be privatized.

The Federal Government achieves several important goals by privatizing Connie
Lee, which would be accomplished primarily through the sale of the government's
equity interest in the company. Just like any other asset sale, divestiture of govern-
ment-owned stock in Connie Lee would return money to the U.S. Treasury. Also,
privatization would remove the basis for any claim of an implicit Federal obligation
for billions of dollars of Connie Lee guarantees. From this committee's perspective,
however, the key advantage might be that privatization allows Connie 1..ee to gen-
erate sufficient revenues to continue, expand and improve its support of colleges and
teaching hospitals.

Now, I suspect that some of you may still be wondering why Connie Lee itself
desires privatization. Let's start by recognizing and applauding the innovative and
precedent-setting nature of Connie Lee's enabling legislation. By any measure, $19
million of Federal investment has resulted in billions of dollars of long-term, low
cost facilities financing. However, as is often the case when creating something new,
there may be some unintended consequences. For example, in the case of Connie
hoe, there is insufficient balance between the level of Federal support and the de-
gree of Federal restriction on our business activities. As we have discussed, the Fed-
eral Government's direct financial support of Connie Lee is modestless than 15
percent of a total of $130 million of start-up equity capital. On the other hand,
Connie Lee's government-mandated mission is clearly the most restrictive of any
GSEso much so that it prevents us from helping all the schools that need help.
As an example, Federal law prevents Connie Lee from guaranteeing stronger cred-
itseven though favorable guarantees may not be available to them elsewhere. Cur-
rently, the company is also prevented from covering the higher expense of under-
writing marginal institutions with revenues from other activities. Statutory l'inita-
tions make it difficult for Connie Lee to react to changes in interest rates and the
economy, in a timely fashion. And, because State insurance regulators require that
Connie Lee maintain the same high level of paid-in capital as fully private compa-
nies, ette Federal Government restrictions on our business activities severely limit
our investors' ability to realize a fair return on their investment.

I believe it would be useful to remind the committee that privatization is not a
new idea at Connie Lee. From the very start, our vision was not only to support
higher education facilities, but also to prove the potential for an improved model of
government sponsored corporation which might have even broader application ele-
mentary and secondary school facilities, for example. We envisioned a true public-
private partnership that would work better and with less risk to the government
than existing GSE'sone that would operate through a more efficient business
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structure; that would never rely on the government for a majority of its financing;
and which would ultimately shad all vestiges of Federal support so as to stand com-
pletely on its own as an independent private corporation. As a result, and at our
request, divestiture of the Federal equity is considered in our original enabling leg-
islation. So, in effect, we are here today simply to ask Congress to help Connie Lee
take the final step in achieving its origint1 vision.

In closing, I'd like you to consider that the privatization of Connie Lee does more
than reduce Federal interference in the credit markets and reverse Federal intru-
sion into the State regulated insurance industry. A privatized Connie Lee will be
free to apply its unique expertise to help rebuild all of America. Of 'course we will
continue to provide insurance to support financings for higher education, but we will
also be able to support many other kinds of much needed infrastructure improve-
ments elementary and secondary school construction, housing, transportation,
water and sewer system financings, and others. Just as with colleges and hospitals,
our specialty will be the less well-known issues and more complex financial projects
which are sometimes overlooked by traditional guarantee institutions. And, with cur
economy slowing down, let's remember that approximately 50,000 jobs flow from
every billion dollars of new infrastructure.

I hope this discussion will encourage you to support the full privatization of
Connie Lee. Thank you. I will be pleased to respond to your questions.

Senator JEFFORDS. Thank you very much.
I think I will concentrate my questions on each of you individ-

ually, alternating between Senator Simon and myself. I want to
give Senator Simon a chance to make an opening statement as
well. He is one of the most dedicated Members of the Senate with
respect to higher education and someone with whom I have worked
for some 20 years now.

I deeply appreciate your contribution, and if you desire to make
an opening statement, Senator Simon, please feel free to do so.

Senator SIMON. I have no opening statement, no words of wis-
dom. I know that will be a great disappointment to you, Mr. Chair-
man.

Senator JEFFORDS. Well, it is. I lay awake all last night, waiting
for what you would be saying today. [Laughter.]

Fine. I will, then, start. Mr. Hough, I will first ask you what are
your thoughts about the privatization bill that was referred out of
the House Education Committee? What are your problems with it,
and what do you think we should do?

Mr. HOUGH. Thank you, Senator.
The pr:vatization bill that was voted out of the House committee

enjoyed considerable debate prior to the vote. This is an oppor-
tunity to express a lot of appreciation to Members of both parties
and their staff who worked with us, Treasury and the Department
of Education.

H.R. 1720 is a solid piece of legislation. It has few, if any, issues
that are open from our perspective. We in fact are very pleased
with it and would welcome the opportunity to work with the Senate
and your committee, sir, to address any issues or problems, work-
ing from that as a baseline.

Senator JEFFORDS. You say you will remain committed to sup-
porting the Federal Family Education Loan Program. What assur-
ances can you give that your commitment will persist? That pre-
sumes, I guess, that it is a profitable venture, and I think the other
part of your statement was that there are many people now who
engage in similar activities so you are really not needed.

What protections are contained in the privatization bill for the
students and the taxpayers?

.14
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Mr. HOUGH. H.R. 1720 proposes a structure that has been a year
in development, and fron1 the outset, we, with advice and guidance
of the Department of Education, have tried to respond to a number
of concerns that get to that point.

In the structure of H.R. 1720, there is a significant term, "GSE
liquidating entity," the so-called "GSE liquidating subsidiary."
Vested in that entity is the corporation's agreement to serve as a
lender of last resort, and moreover, if requested by the Secretary
of Education, to serve as a secondary market of last resort. That
extends for a considerable length of time.

The second order or protection is the fundamental that over th?.
last 22 years, Sallie Mae has only had one business. The core of
what we do is to provide liquidity to lenders making student loans,
and it is hard to imagine that in any reasonable time frame, we
would find any other endeavor that was as attractive to the cor-
poration.

So I think there is a dual approach to giving that assurance and
protection that should satisfy you.

Senator JEFFORDS. Recently, as you know, the Congress in its de-
sire and thirst for more money has assessed you with a 30-basis-
point levy. What role did that play in your decision on privatiza-
tion? What would happen to those revenues?

Mr. HOUGH. The fee assessed on Sallie Mae following the 1993
legislation became effective August 1, 1993 and is assessed on all
loans that we have acquired since that date. This fee is the central
issue to the legislation's achievement of budget neutrality man-
dated, as you know, under the Credit Reform Act.

With CBO and with staff and with OMB and Treasury and the
Department of Education, we have labored for a considerable pe-
riod of time, trying to create the mechanism that would ensure that
the Government, over the scoring period of 7 years, would be reim-
bursed in full for the amount of that offset fee that is projected to
be borne by the corporation were it to stay as a GSE.

So the budget neutrality hurdle that House Bill 1720 overcame
is a many hundreds of millions of dollars hurdle, and the bill does
provide a way for the Government to be made whole on that fee,
and it does so solely off the proceeds of Sallie Mae's continuing
business.

Senator JEFFORDS. Forgive my ignorance, but how does that fee
affect other secondary markets?

Mr. HOUGH. The offset fee applied to Sallie Mae is applied only
to Sallie Mae, so I suppose that, at least from my point of view,
it would not surprise you to hear that it improves their position in
the market since they do not pay that fee.

Senator JEFFORDS. What would happen if we should go to direct
lending very quickly, over the next 2 or 3 years? What difference
would that make to Sallie Mae, now and if you privatize?

Mr. HOUGH. It is hard for me to limit my answer to just what
the impact on Sallie Mae would be, but as that is your question,
that would be my answer. The company would be over the barrel
if direct lending goes to 100 percent. It would take literally all of
our ingenuity to grapple with the major problems that any large
U.S. corporation would face if the entirety of its business were re-
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moved. That in essence is the challenge that we would face with
100 percent direct lending.

Having said that, I think there is a way. It would involve very
nearly a liquidation of the business as we know it. Obviously, if all
you do is buy student loans, and the student loans that you buy
go away, disappear over time, you are left without a business. And
I believe the most prudent course for the company to proceed would
be to liquidate its franchise, and in a sense, any liquidation would
involve divestment of all of our assets. That would be our chal-
lenge, and we would go about doing that in as orderly a way as
possible.

Senator JEFFORDS. I ask that because the in present budget fight
which is going on in the conference committee, there is a huge dif-
ference between the House and Senate positions in the mandate on
education to produce savings, and although there is some question
on the CBO scoring aspect, there will be pressure, as we see it,
anyway, to go to direct lending as soon as possible in order to save
the money that may be forced upon us by the House Budget Com-
mittee. That is why I wanted your reaction to that, and I appre-
ciate your answer.

Senator Simon.
Senator SIMON. Thank you.
As I look at the House bill just very hastily here, what you are

offering the Federal Government in the House bill is stock options;
is that correct?

Mr. HOUGH. That is correct, in addition to a cure on the budget
neutrality, which is around a $500 to $600 million hurdle, Senator.

Senator SIMON. Now, when you talk about the budget neutrality
and $500 or $600 million, how is that handled?

Mr. HOUGH. The proposal that we worked out with Treasury, De-
partment of Education and OMB proposes that the assets of the
company, the student loans we own, for some period of time follow-
ing our privatization would be in a liquidating trust franchise, and
in that mode, we would be required to continue to pay this 30-
basis-point offset fee for some considerable period of time until we
achieve a budget-neutral condition.

Senator SIMON. And when you talk about stock options, obvi-
ously, we are all guessing, but you are selling a product; why
should I buy the stock option product?

Mr. HOUGH. The stock option represents the future value of this
company, and if you believe that we have done well, as we have,
and you look to a future in which the company and principally its
human resources can leverage their talent and create value over
the long-term, the options that we are providing, the warrants that
we are providing, give the opportunity to the Government to share
in the gain and the value of the corporation over a considerable
amount of time.

In the instance of the Chrysler loan of a decade or more ago, it
was a financially sound deal that was struck, and it paid off the
Government handsomely. I would hope that our company, with its
talent and the vitality that we can bring to the higher education
market would offer the same return to the Government, and it
would be realized through essentially the same mechanism.

16
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Senator SIMoN. Senator Jeffords mentioned direct lending. I do
not happen to favor the administration proposal to go to 100 per-
cent, but I also strongly oppose a 40 percent cap. Now, you have
opposed direct lending, and you are defending your businessI un-
derstand that. We are defending students and looking out for their
rights, as well as the taxpayers. And from our perspective, direct
lending has been a huge success.

If we move ahead, is Sallie Mae going to continue to be fighting
direct lending? It is ldnd of hard te) be good to somebody who Iceeps
slapping you around.

Mr. HOUGH. I know that feeling very well, Senator. [Laughter.]
I do not wish to make light of your remark, but I feel like I have
been slapped around, or the company has been slapped around,
over the last few years.

You identified the conundrum for the corporation. We have a
franchise. The franchise is in Federal law. We are owned by share-
holders who invested in the company with the expectation that
that. investment increased in value, and it is the value accretion
that drives fundamental growth of our economy.

As I pointed out, our shareholderswhile there may be a few
DuPonts and RockefellersI now know very closely that in large
quantities, they are the pension funds of this country. For me to
adopt any strategy other than to try to make the Federal Family
Education Loan Program the best of the possible ways of delivering
educational credit would be counter to my responsibility to help the
value of our shares improve.

I think there is a way for us to be, in a sense, competing head-
to-head with direct lending and align ourselves, if somewhat imper-
fectly, with your objectives. We too want the best possible solution
for families who need educational loan access in order to attend the
schools of their choice. I think the competition that has grown since
the advent of direct lending has been very healthy.

While you did not ask the question, were I a policymaker, I
would recommend that the founding fathers and advocates of direct
lending point to the tremendous success it has had on the program
overall, (declare victory, and move on.

There is no question today that educational credit is being deliv-
ered in a far more responsible way through the banking FFELP
program than was the case a decade ago, and much of that is due
to the competitive thrust of direct lending. However, I do not know
that we need more competition.

So my answer is that, privatized or as a GSE, we will continue
to work to improve the FFELP program.

Senator SIMON. I am basically very sympathetic, as you know, to
the idea of privatizing. I am also sympathetic to competition. I
have to say that I do not want competition, however, with one hand
tied behind the cap, with a cap of 40 percent.

Mr. HOUGH. In my judgment, there are certain disadvantages
right new that the Federal program has vis-a-vis the direct loan
program, and in consideration of those disadvantages, there is a
possibility that as I view the world, the playing field would be
level. If the playing field were truly level, full competition would
exist, and schools would be available to make the decision one way
or the other.

91-889 0 - 95 - 2
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Senator SIMON. And that is what I favor.
Mr. HOUGH. Is that right?
Senator SIMON. Are you saying you are for or opposed to the 40

percent cap?
Mr. HOUGH. It is not essential to our company's continued sup-

port for the FFELP program. I think the one thing you might re-
flect on is whether or not the investment by other sources of pri-
vate capital in this program would be slowed down if all the signals
that a bank might receive are signals saying that the Government
is going to go to 100 percent.

In order to have a viable second alternative to direct lending, you
have to continue to attract players into this program. And in some
people's minds, a cap helps encourage those people to continue to
participate. That would not be my view.

Senator SIMON. All right. Well, there is no question that a cap
does encourage them to continue to participate and is a very sub-
stantial incentive.

Mr. Sockwell, you mentioned an exit fee. The Federal Govern-
ment invested $19 million in your entity, and you are doing a re-
markable job as I read about what you are doing, and the AA.A rat-
ing is an indication of that.

at kind of exit fee are you talking about?
Mr. SOCKWELL. Senator, the exit fee would be derived primarily

from the sale of the Government's investment in Connie Lee. The
current House bill anticipates that upon passage of the legislation,
the U.S. Treasury would sell the 15 percent investment in Connie
Lee within a 12-month period, and it is the proceeds of that sale
that would be returned to the U.S. Treasury and would be revenue-
positive for the U.S. Government.

Senator SIMON. I thank you both.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator JEFFORDS. Thank you, Senator Simon.
Senator Dodd.
Senator DODD. Mr. Chairman, first of all, let me thank you for

your willingness to hold this hearing. I would ask that my opening
statement be included in the record.

Senator JEFFORDS. Without objection.
[The prepared statement of Senator Dodd follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR DODD

Mr. Chairman, this hearing considers some very important ef-
fortsimportant in their own right, but also important for the sig-
nal they send about government. We are looking at new ways for
the government to do its businesssimpler, smaller and more effi-
cient.

Sallie Mae and Connie Lee have strong records in the higher
education sector. Sallie Mae has clearly made a difference to thou-
sands of college students in need of easy, accessible student loans
and Connie Lee has assisted nearly a hundred colleges in gaining
new access to the capital markets to improve their facilities and in-
frastructure.

As a long time supporter, I am particularly pleased that we will
look today at Connie Lee, which I shepherded into law in 1986.
Just last week I introduced legislation, S. 941 offered by the ad-
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ministration, that would accomplish the privatization of Connie
Lee. So it is rewarding for me to be a part of this exciting transi-
tion for Connie Lee.

Connie Lee was created with a vital and focused missionto as-
sist colleges in the repair, modernization and construction of their
facilities. Like many institutions, colleges and universities need
multi-year financing to keep up with their construction and renova-
tion needs. For institutions with strong financial backing and large
endowments, issuing bonds and securing capital has not been a
major problem. Institutions that are less secure and have a lower
bond rating, however, face major obstacles in obtaining the nec-
essary financing.

It was clear us in 1986 that we, as a nation, have a major
stake in assuring that our higher education institutions both lit-
erally and figuratively sit on a strong foundation. Connie Lee was
created to address this need and, since its incorporation in 1987,
it has provided increased access to the bond markets through bond
insurance. Connie Lee ha., insured bond issues totalling more than
$2.5 billion and has assisted institutions such as the University of
Denver, the Massachusetts Medical School, several community col-
leges, and numerous other institutions in nearly every State.

With its significant record, Connie Lee has clearly proven its ma-
turity, strength and commitment. Since its founding, Connie Lee
has maintained its Triple-A financial rating, and a recent Standard
and Poor's report confirmed its strong financial position.

In addition, privatization offers some potential savings for the
governmenteven though the original Federal investment of $19
million was small, every dollar is clearly needed in our effort to
eliminate the deficit.

I do think there are some issues that we should look carefully
at during this hearing regarding the actual details of the privatiza-
tionincluding issues such as the timing of the sale of the Federal
shares and the repeal of the statutory restrictions, and a possible
limitation of the purchase of the Federal shares by another govern-
ment entity. I look forward to exploring these and other areas with
today's witnesses.

Senator DODD. These are both very important issues, and I have
a particular interest in Connie Lee because I was one of the au-
thors of it back in 1986

Senator SIMON. If I may correct the record, not "one of the au-
thors"; I remember Chris Dodd being the only person who was out
there championing the cause. He is the creator.

Senator DODD. Thank you.
Senator JEFFORDS. You stand corrected.
Senator DODD. I was waiting to see whether or not you liked he

idea. [Laughter.] It is with some trepidation that I am stepping out
into the open field here.

But at the time, we felt very strongly that this was a very impor-
tant gap that needed to be filled for institutions that were having
serious infrastructure problems, as a way of attracting capital to
them. And it was a heated discussionI remember Congressman
Ford in the House had some strong feelings about this issue.

And I am now also the author of the 1Dill, along with others, to
privatize. There are separate issues here. There is a tendency for
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people to think of Sallie Mae and Connie Lee as exactly alike.
There are obviously significant differences, and obviously a history
that is different as well, with Sallie Mae going back to 1972and
in a very strong position, by the way. Connie Lee is in good shape,
but obviously, as a newer institution and given different needs, has
faced some other concerns.

So I clearly believe that we ought to try with Connie Lee to move
in the direction of privatization. This is something that I do not
think it takes a great deal of awareness about Connie Lee to appre-
ciate and understand the value of it.

Sallie Mae is a bit more complicated, and again, I am optimistic
about the possibility of privatization here, but because there are
some other issues involved with it, I think we ought to proceed
with some degree of caution in both cases. Nonetheless there are
differences.

I am interested in hearing from both Mr. Hough and Mr.
Sockwell about what other areas you intend to move into. Both of
you have indicated that you want to move into other areas, Pnd I
understand that, but I think it might be worthwhile to put some
specifics on that general understanding. Obviously, the private sec-
tor out there is uneasy.

Maybe I ought to start by asking for the record what percentage
of the marketplace are we talking about here today that Sallie Mae
or Connie Lee would be getting into. When we hear about the oth-
ers in the private sector who are nervous about Sallie Mae and
Connie Lee coming in, it might be worthwhile to put this in some
perspective so we can get some idea of how much of a threat. both
of you actually pose.

Then I would like to hear specifically about what some of your
ideas are. What other areas would you move into should the legis-
lation to privatize be passed?

Mr. Sockwell.
Mr. SOCKWELL. Senator, let me start. At present, Connie Lee en-

joys approximately a one percent market share of the entire in-
sured municipal bond market. The key, however, is thatat least,
the last time that I lookedConnie Lee accounted for about 50 per-
cent of all insurance to marginal educational institutions. So that
while we are not a very large share of the overall municipal mar-
ket, we are critical to the access to financing of the smaller and
more marginally financed institutions.

The secret to Connie Lee is simply a recognition that with proper
underwriting, a lower level of credit can be successful insured. For
example, unlike any other guarantor, Connie Lee makes a site
audit of every institution that it insures.

We believe that, as opposed to taking market share from other
insurers, we expand the market. As a matter of fact, to my knowl-
edge, we have never taken away from another insurer any trans-
action that it desired to insure. Just the opposite has happened.
The level of insurance to educational institutions of the major in-
surers has grown dramatically following Connie Lee's example.

We believe that there are other segments of our Nation's eco-
nomic structure that could also benefit from improved access to
low-cost debt financing. For example, elementary and secondary
schools have a need for new buildings and new equipment that is
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approximately double that of colleges and universities. There is a
need for rural communities to comply with State and Federal clean
water requirements. We need to rebuild the roads and bridges of
our country. In all of these cases, we believe that with proper un-
derwriting, there are literally billions of dollars of incremental fi-
nancing that could be done if there is a Connie Lee to stand up as
a surrogate for the credit quality of these institutions.

So we believe that any additional financing or insurance that
Connie Lee would provide would add to the overall insurance mar-
ket, certainly not take away from what others are doing. We have
never taken a deal from anyone in our entire history, and it would
not be our intent to do that in the future.

Frankly, on the larger and easier transactions, we simply would
not be able to mice competitively given our much more onerous un-
derwriting procedures so as to compete with the other institutions.
That is just not our market, and we certainly would not, again,
hesitate to say that we would be expanding the market, other in-
frastructure needs, if we were privatized.

Senator DODD. Just before turning to Mr. Hough, you have been
involved in some 93 institutions; is that right?

Mr. SOCKWELL. Right.
Senator DODD. And today, there is $2 billion?
Mr. SOCKWELL. Since inception, we have guaranteed approxi-

mately $10 billion of principal and interest for educational institu-
tions.

Senator DODD. And how much of that is higher education? It is
almost exclusively higher education, is it not?

Mr. SOCKWELL. It is exclusively higher education, yes.
Senator DODD. Your comments earlier, though, indicated that

when you talk about new activities, you may expand into elemen-
tary and secondary schools.

Mr. SOCKWELL. That is correct.
Senator DODD. And how much does that jeopardize what the in-

tent of Connie Lee is and the gap it tries to fill, given the still seri-
ous demands that exist in the higher education area?

Mr. SOCKWELL. Senator, that is a very good question, and the an-
swer is that Connie Lee's expansion into other fields has the exact
opposite effect. The challenge now is simply that higher education
institutions, and particularly the lower credit quality institutions,
require an extremely expensive underwriting process.

We make an onsite audit of every institution. It takes us about
a month to 6 weeks to do each deal, and the regular insurance
transactions are often approved in a matter of hours.

We simply cannot derive the revenues in this totally specialized
market sufficient to continue that high level of expense and under-
writing activity, so we are challenged with a very small staff, a
very modest revenue base, to find the revenues to continue serving
higher education.

If we were able to take our expertise and help lower credit qual-
ity transportation issuers and elementary and secondary education
issuers, we would be able to spread our expenses over a larger rev-
enue base and do more for higher education.

Senator DODD. I appreciate thatand I do not want to go over
my time, Mr. Chairmanand again, the pride of authorship aside,
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there is a real need in this higher education area, and I am not
minimizing the need at all. But we put up $19 million-15 percent
of the $19 million is taxpayers' money, 35 percent came from Sallie
Maeto get you going, and I am a strong advocate of it. And there
are the issues of the shares and so on. I am uneasy about you sail-
ing off into other waters and leaving the original intent unmet, not
that you are necessarily going to serve it all, but I am uneasy
about that, and I do not want to constrain you as you are looking
at other areas, but I get nervous about all of a sudden abandon-
ingand maybe "abandon" is too strong a word here, but I will use
it anywayabandoning that constituency that was behind the
original intent that created the legislation which established this
institution.

Mr. SOCKWELL. Senator, in the House bill, we have agreed to
change our articles of incorporation to specif3r explicitly that one
role of the corporation will be to insure higher education issues. We
have also agreed in that legislation to report to the Congress for
an extended period of time not only on all of our activity in detail
with regard to insurance of higher education institutions, but in
particular on the insurance of lower credit quality and HBCU col-
leges and universities.

So we are absolutely committed to higher education. The chal-
lenge to us is to do the Congress' work, but not to craft the legisla-
tion in a way that anyone can say that we are so Government-man-
dated that there continues to exist a Federal obligation for our
guarantees.

Senator DODD. I understand.
Mr. SOCKWELL. Outside of that, we are willing to make the

strongest possible commitment to higher education.
Senator DODD. Mr. Hough, to quote you, you talked about "pro-

viding new financial and technical resources to colleges and univer-
sities," as well as "building upon partnerships" that you have with
lenders. I wonder what services this might lead you to offer that
you are currently restricted from offering?

Mr. HOUGH. Senator, the evolution of student loan delivery is
moving ahead very quickly. As I mentioned earlier to Senator
Simon, the advent of direct lending has led to a very rapid ramp-
up of technology-based student loan delivery systems where the
critical customer need is the college and university.

To the credit of our industry, the progress toward speeding deliv-
ery, ensuring virtually a 24-hour loan approval process and the
electronic transmission of funds has come along very quickly. A
driving force behind that improvement has been our ability to work
within the industry as well as the innovations that our own staff
have brought in looking at ways of improving credit delivery.

When we look ahead, we see a delivery system that has as small
er number of choices, a smaller number of delivery mechanisms.
We want to be able to do everything possible to lead the innovation
in that area. We will necessarily be constrained from advances our
competitors would be able to make as they apply the full range of
technology, supported by the full set of different businesses that
they may enter into or may acquire alliances with.

The most efficient way for us to drive that process and to gain
the service increments that we can extend to families and higher
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education institutions is to be freed from the constraints in our
Federal charter. More specifically, I envision us as extending the
modest array of computer software products that we today are able
to offer consistent with our statute and to move horizontally into
the university student services area, providing both hardware and
software support in the student services area, such as the admis-
sions, the registrar, the bursar and development. All of those bring
the benefits of more standard approaches to colleges and univer-
sities, which today are really struggling with the one of a kind leg-
acy systems that are very prevalent in those areas.

In further respect, we think that the responsible use of edu-
cational credit, advising families on what is proper use and what
is not, where are the opportunities and where those opportunities
are not, is going to be more and more a function of the quality of
communication at earlier ages of intervention than is today the
case. The way one can conceive and market to that interest, to the
interest of more responsibly providing the resources for higher edu-
cation, is both a business opportunity for us and a responsibility
that I think we could deliver to the American public.

Again, we would be running into the limits of our charter as we
extend that in an number of areas. There is nothing in our busi-
ness plan for the future that takes us away from the higher edu-
cation market that we have come to understand. We have over
4,000 employees located in many small communities in the United
States who have made their professional career one of providing
advice and counsel to students in a very difficult part of their expe-
rience, the part of their experience where they are borrowing and
repaying their loans.

That is an expertise that is easily extended into other areas, and
we do it very well with the aid of the most advanced technologies
in the marketplace today. It is inevitable that as we attempt to le-
verage that capability as a GSE, we will run into the restrictions
in our charter.

There was one further part of your question initially, and that
is the market share that we have today and what would be the con-
sequence of a privatized Sallie Mae. Today we buy approximately
15 to 20 percent of the loans outstanding that we do not own.
There are some $80 billion; we own about $30 billior, $35 billion,
and we will buy some $8 to $9 billion this year.

Looking at it from a different cut, there will be about $25 billion
originated, and we will buy $8 to $9 billion, so one-third or more
of the new originations.

Privatization of Sallie Mae would allow us to increase that mar-
ket share, but it would increase it in modest increments. But mod-
est incremental growth of a $50 billion market is very significant
to our shareholders, and I think that is sort of the promise of this
opportunitycertainly, some growth in market share; absolute,
continued dependence on our lenders that do business with us,
some 2,000; and our ability to leverage their presence in the mar-
ketplace by the applications of technology that we are perfecting.

Senator DODD. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Thairman.
Senator JEFFORDS. Thank you. Those were excellent questions.
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Mr. Sockwell, I want to follow up on Senator Dodd's questions.
I am more concerned about your privatization than I am of Sallie
Mae's because there is a huge need out there, some $60 billion of
backlog in infrastructure repairs, technology improvements, lab im-
provements, and obviously, those institutions that are not up in the
highly-endowed categories have a very difficult time finding it.

Although you say you are dedicated to continuing to service
them, if you become profit-oriented, with stockholders, and you
have a huge ability to provide to low-risk institutions versus high-
risk institutions, how can we be assured that the high-risk institu-
tions will be serviced as well as they are now?

Mr. SOCKWELL. Senator, from a pragmatic standpoint, we cur-
rently have about one percent of the annual market in all guaran-
tees. And if you go back in timeand the bond insurance industry
goes back about 20 or 30 yearswe have an infinitesimal presence
among investors in ternis of bond insurance. So the fact is that, on
a practical basis, our market will continue to be education issuers
who have trouble getting guarantees elsewhere. It is just a prac-
tical reality that, at one percent of the market, we will have to
stick to what we know best. We will really be prohibited in the
market from expanding into the higher-credit institutions.

Senator JEFFORDS. Well, I would have no problem with expand-
ing your charter to allow you to move into the lower-risk markets,
but only if it were to enhance the ability to take care of the high-
risk markets. Now, you say you are going to do that. If you have
the pressure of stockholders to maximize your profit, how can we
be sure that you will be taking care of the lower profit projects?

Mr. SOCKWELL. Well, I would start by noting that in the House
legislationand certainly we would have no problem if the Senate
legislation mirrored thatwe are directed to continue serving high-
er education institutions, and we are furthermore required to re-
port in detail on our activity with higher education institutions and
specifically with historically black colleges and specifically with in-
stitutions that are below the top three credit qualities. So there is
a directive and a reporting mechanism in the House legislation
that we are comfortable with.

Senator JEFFORDS. Are there any sanctions?
Mr. SOCKWELL. I think the sanctions are, frankly, that the Con-

gress has the ability to change our legislation at will.
I might say that we had explored the idea of some sort of expan-

sion or some sort of additional Government support, and we were
unsuccessful, and the private companies are not anxious or not
supportive of a Connie Lee expanded, while remaining in a Govern-
ment-sponsored enterprise mode.

So in effect, privatization removes the objections of the currently
private insurers and at the same time allows Connie Lee to realize
the revenues to continue its education mission.

Senator JEFFORDS. Well, I hope to explore that aspect. I do not
share their worry about that aspect of it. My goal and I think that
of others on this committee would be to try to enhance your ability
to service the high-risk institutions and somehow minimize that
risk by perhaps enabling you to expand into more profitable areas.
I do not know how other members feel, but I would like to look at
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that option; I am not so sure that I am as against it as the House
may have been.

Senator Simon.
Senator SIMON. Just a couple more questions for Mr. Hough. As

I glance through the legislation, I see constantly the reorganization
effective date referred to. I do not find any reorganization effective
date designated. You have a dissolution d.ate and other dates, but
not the reorganization effective date. That would be up to your
board of directors, or how do you define the reorganization effective
date?

Mr. HOUGH. Senator, the intent of H.R. 1720 is to provide an 18-
month period following the signature of the President on the law.
During that 18-month period, the shareholders would vote to pri-
vatize the corporation, and with their affirmative vote, from that
point the company would then be privatized, and at the end of 18
months, the provisions of the law would sunset.

Senator SIMON. Let me just add here that I think if we can move
ahead and have that level playing field that you are talking about,
without a 40 percent cap, then I think we ought to go ahead with
this privatization. If we end up with a 40 percent cap, then I think
I will have to take another look at the legislation. I think that is
kind of where I am, and I speak just for myself and not for anyone
else.

Thank you.
Senator JEFFORDS. Senator Dodd.
Senator Donn. I just want to underscore what the chairman has

said as well. I want to make sure that if we look at this, we do
not abandon the underlying purposes that were behind the legisla-
tion initially.

Second, obv')usly, one of the great motivations in all of this, at
least in some people's mindsI think there is a broader argu-
mentbut I get the sense from reading your testimony and listen-
ing to you here that neither one of you are terribly optimistic about
the idea that this is going to be a greater savings to the Federal
Government, which is the motivation, I think, behind some people's
support for the privatization effort.

Am I wrong in my impressionsand I do not think that that has
to be the only reason, but it seems to me there is some lack of en-
thusiasm for that notion.

Mr. HOUGH. I would be happy to comment. I think there is tre-
mendous difference between the way the two companies would look
over the long-term, but I would agree that in a 24- to 36-month pe-
riod, there is not a lot of evidence. You are really describing a Gov-
ernment-sponsored enterprise whose future market is somewhat
uncertain. As Senator Simon and Senator Jeffords noted, direct
lending is a factor in defining our marketplace. This company pays
Federal income taxes at virtually the highest rate one could imag-
ine in that there are not the kinds of taxable or tax-sheltering
events in the way of losses, etc, so we pay at a high income tax
rate, the point being that if you look at two income streams side-
by-side, a GSE trapped in a box where its future is very uncertain,
and a privatized Sallie Mae with a future that it can craft over the
long-term, I have every confidence that the management and em-
ployees of our company will find room for growth, and in that
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growth come new revenues and new tax sources to the Federal
Government.

I think you are also aware, Senator, that one of the GSE at-
tributes that we would be giving up is the fact that we do not pay
State taxes, and we would be creating tax revenue sources in the
States in which we operate. And at last count, I think we are now
an operating entity with domiciled employees in 12 States.

So I would point to both of thosethe prospect for growth and
the expansion of the tax payments of the corporationas the best
way to deal with the issue of what is the benefit to the taxpayer.
Others will turn to the fact that some $50 billion of implicit guar-
anteed debt will in time roll off the off-balance sheet books of the
Federal Government and ascribe to that significant value as well,
and I would be among them.

Senator Dom. Mr. Sockwell.
Mr. SOCKWELL. Senator, we are at Connie Lee sort of between a

rock and a hard place. The $19 million Federal investment, while
it was sufficient to be the seed capital to draw in other investors,
is not, compared to the other GSEs like Fannie Mae or Freddie
Mac or even Sallie Mae, significant at all; it is just a drop in the
bucket. So that when we go out on the marketplace, we are not
treated like a true Government-sponsored enterprise. We are treat-
ed as a small, private corporation that is limited to doing only the
highest-risk credits in industries, health care and higher education,
that themselves are considered to be the highest-risk industries for
guarantors.

So therefore, we are unable to compete successfully for low-risk
credits. There are really only two choices. One is to give us access
to high-risk credits in addition to higher education and health care,
such as the higher risk transportation, higher risk elementary and
secondary, or to give us more Federal support so that we can go,
for example, and do more for the lower-risk education institutions.

Senator DODD. More for the higher-risk education institutions.
Mr. SOCKWELL. No; we are already doing the high-risk education

institutions. We cannot compete successfully for the lower-risk edu-
ration institutions. We are competing agamst companies that are
wholly-owned by Citicorp, wholly owned by General Electric, major-
ity owned by USF&G, and the $19 million of Federal capital just
does not carry very much weight at all. We are one one-hundredth
the size of these other companies.

So that we have to find a way to derive additional revenues. Pri-
vatization is one source of that, and it seems to work for lots of dif-
ferent constituencies. Otherwise we are simply going to wither on
the vine, as we are now, because we are truly between a rock and
a hard place and have been so for some time.

Senator DODD. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator JEFFORDS. We thank both of you very much.
Our next panel consists of Ms. Darcy Bradbury, deputy assistant

secretary for Federal Finance at the U.S. Department of the Treas-
ury in Washington, DC, and Mr. Leo Kornfeld, senior advisor to the
Secretary, U.S. Department of Education, Washington, DC.

I appreciate your attendance here this morning, and we will now
proceed into other aspects of the privatization discussion.
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Mr. Kornfeld, please proceed.

STATEMENTS OF. LEO KORNFELD, SENIOR ADVISOR TO THE
SECRETARY, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, WASHING-
TON, DC; AND DARCY BRADBURY, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SEC-
RETARY FOR FEDERAL FINANCE, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE
TREASURY, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. KORNFELD. Senator Jeffords, members of the committee, I

am pleased to appear at this Senate subcommittee hearing to
present the views of the Department of Education with respect to
the privatization of Connie Lee and Sallie Mae. First, I would like
to talk about Connie Lee and then go on to Sallie Mae.

Connie Lee, as you know, was established by the Higher Edu-
cation Amendments of 1986. Since then, Connie Lee has provided
insurance and reinsurance for almost $10 billion of construction fi-
nancing, supporting more than 1,000 higher education institutions.

The administration believes that full privatization of Connie Lee
at this time would be in the best interest of the Government.
Connie Lee and the educational institutions are now in a position
where we feel that privatization is appropriate.

The legislation we have submitted, which has been referred to by
Senator Dodd, would allow market forces to operate, and we do be-
lieve that the market forces would prevent some of the concerns
that have already been expressed. It is obviously important to all
of us that the high-risk institutions continue to obtain this reinsur-
ance, and hopefully, Mr. Sockwell will continue to provide and do
what he says he plans to do.

We feel that privatizing Connie Lee would be in the best inter-
ests of the public.

Regarding Sallie Mae, Sallie Mae was created by the Education
Amendments of 1972 to provide a secondary market for guaranteed
student loans. Sallie Mae's board of directors has announced that
they would prefer and have proposed privatization. We do support
the privatization of Sallie Mae.

However, there are three aspects that I would like to discuss re-
garding Sallie Mae, and they will be in our legislation which we
will be submitting for your consideration veiy soon. Some of these
are somewhat different than the House legislation.

The three points I would like to talk about regarding our legisla-
tion, which will be forthcoming very soon, are, first, the need for
a GSE at this time in the marketplace; second, the offset fee; and
third, the exit fee.

As has already been expressed many times, there have been sig-
nificant changes in the student loan market. There has also been
a growth of the secondary market. When you include those compa-
nies that are already in the secondary market business in this
country, as well as lenders who also perform secondary market en-
tities, there are probably about 90 different activities that provide
secondary market type activities in this country.

In the 'legislation that we are going to submit, however, we are
proposing the following: First, that Sallie Mae make a decision to
go private within 18 months after the legislation is enacted. If they
choose not to go private within the 18 months, we are proposing
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in our legislation that Sallie Mae have another 6 months to liq-
uidate the corporation.

As you know, there has been some difference of opinion in the
press. There is a dissident board, and we feel that it is already im-
portant, related to the question that Senator Simon asked, that
there be specific dates as to when Sallie Mae goes private, and it
is the Government's decision as to whether a GSE is needed, and
not the Sallie Mae board. We feel that the GSE has served its pur-
pose; Sallie Mae has done an extraordinarily good job in meeting
its mission, but because of the marketplace does, we do not need
a GSE any longer.

If Sallie Mae's board at this point changes its mind and chooses
not to go private, we feel that the corporation should be liquidated.

We also feel there should be a "drop dead date" by which time
we run off the portfolio that Sallie Mae has, and in our legislation,
we are proposing that that date be the year 2004.

There is a concern, just as we expressed with Connie Lee, about
what would happen without a Sallie Mae in the marketplace. Sev-
enty percent of all the GS loans in this country today are sold, and
secondary markets acquire those loans. Sallie Mae acquires 50 per-
cent of that marketplace. They are obviously the major player in
this market.

What we are proposing in our legislation, in order to make sure
that access continues in the FFEL program, which at least at this
point is certainly going to be around for some time, is that Con-
gress give the Department the authority to provide Federal funds
t,..) the secondary market in order to ensure access if that becomes
a problem. That is primarily an insurance, as we see it, to ensure
the fact that we do not destroy the access problem to the FFEL
program as long as that exists.

As far as the offset fee, as you know, the offset fee is .3 percent,
which was enacted in the Student Loan Reform Act of 1993. In the
next 5 years, that offset fee will amount to approximately, based
on our projections, about $250 million. In our legislation, to avoid
a PAYGO issue, we propose that payment come forth from Sallie
Mae to make sure we maintain revenue neutrality.

Regarding the exit fee, one of the major ingredients in Sallie
Mae's success has been the leverage that they have been able to
obtain through the GSE. As an example, indicators that exist
today, Sallie Mae's equity-to-asset is about 2.75 compared to the
other secondary market companies in this country, which is ap-
proximately 8.8 percent. Furthermore, the major lender in this
country's equity-to-asset ratio is about 4.6. We feel that because of
the leverage that Sallie Mae has achieved over the years as a GSE
and the leverage that they have been able to obtain as these ratios
indicate, that exit fee is certainly warranted, and we will be de-
scribing such an exit feel in our legislation which we are going to
submit to you.

As a former president in my previous life of two private corpora-
tions, I certainly am very sensitive to the need of taking care of
shareholders and boards of directors. That is a president's role and
responsibility; if he does not do that, he gets fired. However, in this
particular case, we feel the Government is a major player and has
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been a major player in the success of Sallie Mae and warrants an
appropriate exit fee.

The Department of Education, the Department of the Treasury,
OMB and the White House have now concluded our deliberations,
and we will be sending you legislation very soon and hope you will
consider it appropriately.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Kornfeld follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF LEO KORNFELD

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am pleased to appear at this
Senate subcommittee hearing to present the views of the Department of Education
with respect to privatization of the College Construction Loan Insurance Association
(Connie Lee) and the Student Loan Marketing Association (Sallie Mae).

In principle, the Administration supports the privatization of government-spon-
sored enterprises (GSEs) when the special privileges that have been bestowed upon
them as part of that status are no longer necessary to perform the functions for
which they were created, or the functions for which the GSE was created are no
longer necessary.

First, I will discuss Connie Lee, the less federally-connected of the two enter-
prises, where the Administration has submitted a legislative proposal to Congress,
and then turn to Sallie Mae. Before doing so, however, I would like to put these
actions in the larger context of the Administration's commitment to Reinventing
Government. The privatization of Connie Lee and Sallie Mae are consistent with the
President's efforts to improve the way Government does business, to cut bureauc-
racy and regulation. Moving forward on this agend& is the right thing to do not be-
cause privatization is a popular idea, but because it is the smart thing to do.

CONNIE LEE

Connie Lee was established by the Higher Education Amendments of 1986 to as-
sist in the financing of postsecondary education facilities. Since then, Connie Lee
has provided insurance and reinsurance for almost $10 billion of construction fi-
nancing, supporting more than 1,000 higher education facilities projects.

The Administration has submitted a legislative proposal to Congress to privatize
Connie Lee in a manner that protects the interest of the taxpayer. The Administra-
tion believes that full privatization of Connie Lee would be in the best interests of
the Government, Connie Lee, and educational institutionsa position with which
Connie Lee concurs.

Privatizing Connie Lee would signal an important shift in the way the Govern-
ment does business. It would eliminate a Federal presence where the operation of
market forces would be more suitable, and it would contribute toward reducing the
scope of Government. It would remove restrictions on Connie Lee's operations, and
it would return funds to the U.S. Treasury through the sale of the Secretary of Edu-
cation's holdings of Connie Lee voting common stock.

In order to protect the taxpayer's investment in Connie Lee, the Government's
representation on the Corporation's Board and certain audit and reporting require-
ments would remain in effect until the stock is sold.

Connie Lee is generally restricted by the HEA to serving only postsecondary insti-
tutions with relatively low financial ratings.However, Connie Lee has had to main-
tain a balanced portfolio in order to support its own good rating. As a result, Connie
Lee's insurance and reinsurance business among the lowest-rated schools has been
limited. By repealing the current authorization, Connie Lee believes it would be able
to serve those schools better.

Furthermore, restricting Connie Lee's business to -the postsecondary education
sector (including teaching hospitals) prevents the association from serving elemeh-
tary and secondary education institutions, as well as many other public service enti-
ties that may require construction financing insurance or reinsurance. An expansion
of Connie Lee's business beyond postsecondary education, but without any actual or
perceived government tie, could contribute to the public benefit.

Enacting the Administration's legislation would allow market forces to operate
free of statutory impediments and bureaucratic oversight. The Department looks
forward to working with you to pass this legislation.
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SALLIE MAE

Sallie Mae was created by the Education Amendments of 1972 to provide a sec-
ondary market for guaranteed student loans.

The authorization and successful launching of the Federal Direct Loan Program
has raised the question of the extent to which the functions currently assigned to
Sallie Mae under the FFEL pmgram will be necessary in the future. Obviously, the
Administration's proposal to accelerate implementation of direct lending would re-
sult in the elimination of new guaranteed loan volume for Sallie Mae and other sec-
ondary markets to purchase or to fund through warehousing advances. Thus, privat-
ization, with the accompanying ability to engage in other lousiness activities, is the
logical result of 100 percent direct lending. Even under current law, however, the
volume of new guaranteed loans, and thus the need for Sallie Mae to support that
program, will be substantially diminished. Some 40 percent of all new loan volume
will be handled by direct rather than guaranteed lending in the next academic year,
increasing under current law to 60 percent by the 1997-98 academic year.

In recognition of these developments, last autumn the Secretary of Education and
the Secretary of the Treasury wrote the then Chairmen of the House Education and
Labor Committee and the Senate Labor and Human Resources Committee that "the
most promising approach now under consideration is to use the transition period
(from guaranteed to direct loans) to restructure Sallie Mae from a GSE that has cer-
tain ties to the Federal Government into a completely private enterprise." Since
then, an interagency working group composed of representatives of the two Depart-
ments, the Domestic Policy Council, the National Economic Council, and the Office
of Management and Budget has been meeting on a regular basis to develop the Ad-
ministration's approach to the privatization of Sallie Mae. Sallie Mae has worked
closely with the working group.

We are now convinced that privatization of Sallie Mae is both necessary and de-
sirable. The sheer size of Sallie Mae (over $50 billion in assets and nearly 5,000 em-
ployees) makes its potential privatization a particularly challenging undertaking.
The interagency group has made very good progress. We anticipate forwarding to
the Congress the Administration's proposal in the very near future.

In considering the potential privatization of Sallie Mae, the interagency group has
attempted to balance the often competing interests of students, the stockholders of
Sallie 111ae, and the taxpayer. There are also a number of special issues that the
interagency group is addressing:

1. Continuing need. Even if all new guaranteed loan volume were to cease today,
there would still be a portfolio of $113 billion, measured in original principal
amount of outstanding guaranteed loans. Therefore, our legislation will take into ac-
count the protection of these student borrowers and ensure that privatization hap-
pens in an orderly manner. It is clear, however, that GSE status is not central to
the ability of a company to manage student loan holdings efficiently and effectively.

2. Offset fee. The Student Loan Reform Act of 1993 requires Sallie Mae to pay
the Government an annual offset fee of 0.3 percent of the loans that Sallie Mae
holds that entered its portfolio since enactment of that statute. This offset fee has
been estimated to generate $251 million of revenue over the next five years. In
order to avoid a PAYGO issue under the Budget Enforcement Act, our legislation
will provide for payment in the equivalent amount by Sallie Mae to the P'ederal
Government.

3. Exit fee. There also should be reasonable compensation to the Federal Govern-
ment for the enormous financial benefits that Sallie Mae and its shareholders have
enjoyed as a result of Sallie Mae's status as a GSE. Most important among these
are its ability to borrow money at lower rates and to maintain much greater finan-
cial leverage (assets per dollar of equity) than private finantial institutions, its ex-
emption from State and local taxes, as well as its exemption from those taxes on
the interest from its debt securities. Our current thinking on the matter of an exit
fee is explained by my colleague from the Treasury Department.

As I have stated, the interagency working group is in the final stages of its work.
We anticipate completing the development of a specific legislative proposal for the
privatization of Sallie Mae and submitting it to Congress in the near future.

With or without a change in current law to the pace of the transition to direct
lending, we have concluded that the Federal Government no longer requires a GSE
for the student loan program. We are proposing an orderly multiyear phase out to
privatization, or if shareholders reject privatization, an equally orderly multiyear
dissolution of the GSE.

I would be happy to answer any questions that you might have at this time.
Senator JEFFORDS. MS. Bradbury.
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MS. BRADBURY. Chairman Jeffords and members of the sub-
committee, on behalf of Secretary Rubin, I welcome the opportunity
to appear before you today to discuss the administration's proposal
to cut the ties to the Federal Government of two GSEs, Sallie Mae
and Connie Lee.

The Treasury has for a number of years, in both Democratic and
Republican administrations, believed that it is appropriate to wean
a GSE from Federal sponsorship once the GSE becomes economi-
cally viable and successfully fulfills the purpose for which it was
created, or when the purpose for which it was created ceases to
exist.

The GSEs expose the Government to the market perception of
implicit risk that legislation would be enacted to prevent the GSE
from defaulting on its obligations. As the Treasury said in its 1990
report on GSEs, "The market perception of Federal backing for
GSEs weakens the normal relationship between the availability
and cost of funds to the GSEs and the risks that these enterprises
assume."

As part of the 1991 Treasury report, Standard and Poors, the
rating agency, assessed the likelihood that a GSE would be able to
meet its future obligations from its own resources. S and P gave
an AAA credit rating to Sallie Mae. Connie Lee had obtained a
stand-alone AAA credit rating from S and P previously; thus, they
meet the test of economic viability.

As a general principle, we believe that the Government and these
GSEs would benefit from the removal of Government ties because
privatizing the GSEs would reduce the amount of GSE debt over
time that carries some perception of U.S. Government support;
demonstrate our commitment to moving from creating effective
public-private partnerships to then enabling complete privatization
when Government support for an activity is no longer needed; show
the financial markets that the Government respects the interests
of private bond-and shareholders; and support Federal efforts to
create new GSEs in the future, when appropriate, by demonstrat-
ing that the Federal relationship can be severed when the time is
right.

Let me first speak to Sallie Mae. Under a statute enacted in
1992, the Treasury has a special relationship with Sallie Mae as
its financial safety and soundness regulator. We have reviewed Sal-
lie Mae's financial condition, and we can see their successes to date
and challenges for the future.

The financial environment for Sallie Mae has changed since the
enactment of the Student Loan Reform Act of 1993, which amended
the Higher Education Act to reduce the returns on all guaranteed
student loans and imposed a 30-basis-point fee on all guaranteed
student loans purchased by Sallie Mae. Even more significantly,
the Act established the Federal Direct Student Loan Program.

The Direct Student Loan Program is one of the President's top
priorities. The administration, in the budget for fiscal year96, pro-
posed implementation of 100 percent direct lending. Consistent
with the implementation of direct lending under current law, the
administration has been studying options for the future of Sallie
Mae, including in particular restructuring the company into a fully
private company.
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In any restructuring, currently outstanding Sallie Mae debt
would retain the characteristics of GSE debt, and customers with
preexisting commitments with the GSE would not be affected. Any
due debt issued by a private company successor to Sallie Mae
would not possess the charact3ristics of GSE debt.

The administration believes the benefits to be gained by the Gov-
ernment and Sallie Mae from privatization, in the context of con-
tinued expansion of the Direct Student Loan Program, are such
that Congress should favorably consider legislation. In this connec-
tion, we have been working within the administration, with Sallie
Mae and with congressional staff to develop legislation. Leo and I
testified on May 3 in support of privatization in the House and
were encouraged that the House Committee on Economic and Edu-
cational Opportunities voted on June 8th to report a bill that pro-
vides for privatizing Sallie Mae.

The administration supports many of the provisions of the re-
ported bill, which we understand may be amended before the bill
is sent to the floor. Nonetheless, I believe there are some dif-
ferences which should be worked out to the satisfaction of the ad-
ministration, Congress and Sallie Mae.

The administration is working on a draft bill, and we promise we
will share it with you in the near future. The key elements of our
privatization proposal are that the Sallie Mae board of directors
would be authorized to carry out a reorganization voted by their
shareholders, under which Sallie Mae the GSE would become a
wholly-owned subsidiary of a private company whose other subsidi-
aries could engage in other businesses. If the shareholders choose
not to proceed with a reorganization, Sallie Mae would prepare a
plan for an orderly termination of the association; it is the plan
which Leo was referring to which occurs 6 months after the 18-
month privatization vote. That plan would ensure that the GSE
would meet its ongoing capital requirements and have adequate as-
sets to transfer to a trust at the end to ensure payment of out-
standing GSE debt.

After the decision by the shareholders, Sallie Mae would enter a
wind-down period in which new business activities and new debt
of the GSE would be restricted. During the wind-down, excess cap-
ital of the GSE could be transferred to the new private holding
company or paid out to shareholders subject to continued compli-
ance with their statutory capital.

The GSE would be protected from the financial failure of the
holding company or its other subsidiaries in the event of reorga-
nization, and the GSE would cease to exist at a certain point in
time, and its remaining assets and liabilities would be liquidated.

The bill must be deficit-neutral; and as a form of exit fee, the leg-
islation would enable the United States to participate in the suc-
cess of the company.

The administration will also propose that certain provisions be
included in the bill to facilitate Government oversight during the
wind-down period.

Now let me briefly mention Connie Lee. Congress structured
Connie Lee as a private for-profit corporation, but provided for a
limited infusion of Federal capital in the form of stock purchases
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by the Secretary of Education in order to get the corporation start-
ed.

Congress clearly intended the Federal Government's direct inter-
est in Connie Lee to diminish and eventually terminate, as evi-
denced by the statutory limitations on the purchase of stock by the
Secretary of Education and the authorization of the sale of such
stock.

The administration's legislation, which was transmitted in May
and, I understand, introduced by Senator Dodd and others last
week, severs all Federal ties with Connie Lee largely by requiring
that the Connie Lee stock that is held by the Department of Edu-
cation be sold by a date to be specified in the bill. The legislation
would eliminate Federal appointment of directors as well as all
business restrictions. In marketing securities, Connie Lee would
have to notify potential investors of these changes to reduce the
risk of confusion regarding its status. Thus Connie Lee would be
permitted to pursue business opportunities, and the Federal Gov-
ernment would be free of any perception of implied risk.

We appreciate the opportunity to testify. We believe that privat-
ization, if implemented in a careful and deliberate manner, can
benefit the U.S. Government and taxpayers, as well as Sallie Mae's
and Connie Lee's stockholders, and the students and schools we are
all trying to serve.

I would be glad to answer any questions.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Bradbury follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DARCY BRADBURY

Chairman Jeffords and members of the subcommittee, on behalf of Secretary
Rubin, I welcome the opportunity to appear before you today to discuss the Adminis-
tration's proposals to cut the ties to the Federal Government of two Government-
sponsored Enterprises (GSEs)the Student Loan Marketing Association (Sallie
Mae) and the College Construction Loan Insurance Association (Connie Lee). The
Treasury has for a number of years, in Democratic and Republican Administrations,
believed that it is appropriate to wean a GSE from Federal sponsorship once the
GSE becomes economically viable and successfully fulfills the purpose for which it
was created with Federal sponsorship, or when the purpose for which it was created
ceases to exist.

The GSEs expose the Government to the market perception of implicit risk that
legislation would be enacted to prevent a GSE from defaulting on its obligations.
As the Treasury said in its 1990 Report on GSEs1:

The market perception of Federal backing for GSEs weakens the normal relation-
ship between the availability and cost of funds to the GSEs and the risks that these
enterprises assume . . . The prospect that Congress would use taxpayer funds to
prevent the failure of a GSE is perceived in the securities markets as protecting in-
vestors in GSE debt securities or GSE guaranteed securities from loss ...

In April 1991, as required by FIRREA and the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act
of 19902, the Treasury followed up with a further report on the GSEs.3 The 1991
Report reiterated statements of concern about the Government's risk exposure to the
GSEs. At the Treasury's request, as part of the 1991 Report, Standard and Poors
(S&P) assessed the likelihood that a GSE would be able to meet its future obliga-
tions from its own resources and expressed that likelihood as a traditional credit rat-
ing. S&P gave a triple-A credit rating to Sallie Mae. Connie lee had obtained a tri-
ple-A credit rating from S&P previously, and in March 1990, S&P indicated to the

'Report of thc Secretary of the Treasury on Government-sponsored Enterprises, May 1990, page
1. This 1990 Report was required under section 1404 of the Financial Institutions Reform, Re-
covery, and Enforcement Act of 1989 (FIRREA)(P.L. 101-73).

2 Public Law 101-508, section 13501.
3 Report of the Secretary of the Treasury on Government-sponsored Enterprises, April 1991, or

the 1991 Report.
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Treasury that Connie Lee's status as a GSE was not a factor in granting the triple-
A rating to Connie Lee as a bond reinaurer.

In 1992, legislation was enacted to provide for Federal fmancial safety and sound-
ness oversight of the 'housing-related GSEsthe Federal National Mortgage Asso-
ciation and tile Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporationand Sallie Mae to miti-
gate the perception of implicit risks to the Government. Federal oversight of the
Farm Creilit System had been tightened earlier as a result of problems that arose
and required Federal assistance in the mid-1980s.

As a general principle, we believe that the Government and the GSEs would bene-
fit from removal of the Government ties because privatizing the GSEs would:

Reduce the amount of GSE debt, over time, that carries some perception of U.S.
Government support;

Demonstrate our commitment to moving from creating effective public-private
partnerships to then enabling complete privatization when Government support for
an activity is no longer needed;

Show the financial markets that the Government respects the interests of pri-
vate bond- and shareholders; and

Support Federal efforts to create new GSEs in the future, when appropriate, by
demonstrating that the Federal relationship can be severed when the time is right.
A business operation that starts as a GSE with a limited charter can be freed to
operate in other markets once it has fulfilled the purpose for which it was created.

Sallie Mae
Under a statute enacted in 1992,4 the Treasury has a special relationship with

Sallie Mae as its financial safety and soundness regulator. We have reviewed Sallie
Mae's financial condition and can see their successes to date and challenges for the
future. Sallie Mae increased its use of leverage and its balance sheet grew rapidly
in the 1980a, when it expanded market share in response to opportunities arising
from amendments to its charter. Sallie Mae benefited from relatively low-cost GSE
funding through the early 1990s. The company's earnings record was especially
strong in 1992, 1993, and early 1994, when market interest rates were bow and Sal-
lie Mae was able to capture windfall profits as a result of a floor on the interest
rate on most of its student loan assets. Since then, however, return on assets and
net interest margin have been negatively impacted by a rise in market rates of in-
terest and shifts toward lower yielding assets.

The financial environment for Sallie Mae has changed since enactment of the Stu-
dent Loan Reform Act of 1993, 5 which amended the Higher Education Act to reduce
the returns on all guaranteed student loans and to impose a 30 basis point fee on
all guaranteed student loans purchased by Sallie Mae after August 10, 1993. Even
more significantly, the Act also established the Federal Direct Student Loan Pro-
gram (now the William D. Ford Federal Direct Loan Program), under which loan
capital is provided directly to student and parent borrowers by the Federal Govern-
ment rather than through private lenders.

The Student Loan Reform Act authorizes the Department of Education to fund
as direct loans up to 60 percent of the total of new guaranteed and direct loan vol-
ume combined in the 1998 academic year. The Act further provides that the propor-
tion of direct loans may risa above 60 percent, if the Secretary of Education "deter-
mines that a higher percertage is warranted by the number of institutions of higher
education that desire to participate in the program . .. and that meet the eligibility
requirements for such participation." 6

The Direct Student Loan Program is one of the President's top priorities. The Ad-
ministration, in the Budget for FY 1996, proposed implementation of 100 percent
direct lending (new loan volume) in 1997. Consistent with the implementation of di-
rect lending under current law, the Administration has been studying options for
the future of Sallie Mae, including in particular, restructuring the company into a
fully private company. As noted above, privatizing Sallie Mae would significantly
benefit the U.S. Government. In addition, remcving Federal ties would mean that
the restrictions on Sallie Mae's business operations under its current charter would
cease to exist and that Sallie Mae could engage in profit-making activities that it
cannot enter into as a GSE.

In any restructuring, currently outstanding Sallie Mae debt would retain the
characteristics of GSE debt, and customers with pm-existing commitments with the

4 P.L. 102-325, enacted on July 23, 1992, added subsection 439(r) to the Sallie Mae charter
in the Higher Education Act of 1965 (20 U.S.C. 1087-2(r)), providing a capital standard for Sallie
Mae and for Treasury financial safety and soundness overeight.

P.L. 103-66. Subtitle A of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993.
4Subeection 463(a) of the HEA of 1966, as amended (20 U.S.C. 1087c(a)).
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GSE would not be affected. Any new debt issued by a private company successor
to Sallie Mae would not possess the characteristics of GSE debt.

The Administration believes that the benefits to be gained by the Government and
Sallie Mae from privatization, in the context of continued expansion of the Direct
Student Loan Program, are such that Congress should favorably consider legislation
to authorize Sallie Mae's management to form a fully private company and to wind
down the GSE during a transition period.

In this connection, we have been working with the Department of Education, the
Office of Management and Budget, the Domestic Policy Council, the National Eco-
nomic Council, Sallie Mae, and Congressional staff to develop legislation to privatize
Sallie Mae. Moreover, on May 3, I testified in general support of privatization before
two subcommittees of the House.7

I am encouraged that the House Committee on Economic and Educational Oppor
tunities voted on June 8 to report a bill that provides for privatizing Sallie Mae.
The Administration supports many of the provisions of the reported bill, which we
understand may be amended before the bill is sent to the floor. Nonetheless, I also
believe there are some differences which should be worked out to the satisfaction
of the Administration, Congress, and Sallie Mae.

As I indicated at that time, we are working on an Administration draft bill, which
we look forward to sharing with Congress in the near future. The key elements of
our privatization proposal are:

The Sallie Mae Board of Directors would be authorized to carry out a reorga-
nizationwhich would be voted upon by the holders of Sallie Mae common shares
under which Sallie Mae the GSE would become a wholly-owned subsidiary of an or-
dinary state-chartered holding company whose other subsidiaries could engage in
other businesses;

If the shareholders choose not to proceed with a reorganization, Sallie Mae
would prepare a plan for an orderly termination of the Association that would en-
sure that the GSE will meet its ongoing capital requirements and have adevate
assets to transfer to a trust to ensure payment of outstanding GSE debt obligations.

After the decision by the shareholders, Sallie Mae would enter a wind down pe-
riod during which new business activities of the GSE would be restricted and new
debt issued by the GSE would be restricted as to purpose and maturity;

During the wind down, excess capital of the GSE could be transferred to the
new private holding company or paid out to shareholders subject to continued com-
pliance with the GSE's statutory capital requirements;

The GSE would be protected from the financial failure of the holding company
or its other subsidiaries in the event of reorganization;

The GSE would cease to exist at a certain point in time and its remaining as-
sets and liabilities would be liquidated;

The bill would be deficit-neutral; and
As a form of "exit fee", to recognize the benefits Sallie Mae has received because

of its GSE status, the legislation would enable the United States to participate in
the success of the company, for example through the issuance of stock warrants.

The Administration will also propose that certain provisions be included in the
privatization bill to facilitate Gevernment oversight of the relationship between the
GSE and, if applicable,the new private company during the wind down period. The
Administration bill will provide that:

The reorganization plan and other actions of the GSE during the wind down
period be subject to certain reviews by the Departments of Education and Treasury;

The Government's financial safety and soundness oversight and enforcement
authorities over the GSE be enhanced and the minimum capital ratio of the GSE
be increased gradually during the wind down period;

The Secretary of the Treasury be authorized to collect an annual assessment
to pay the Treasury's reasonable costs and expenses for carrying out its oversight
responsibilities over the GSE during the wind down; and

The new company and any of its nonGSE subsidiaries be prohibited from using
the name Student Loan Marketing Association]. Sallie Mae, or any variation on that
name in securities offerings in order to prevent confusion in the financial markets.

Connie Lee
The Administration transmitted legislation in May to convert Connie Lee to a

fully private enterprise. Congress structured Connie Lee as a private, for-profit cor-
poration, but provided for a limited infusion of Federal capital in the form of stock

7Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education, Training and Lifelong Learning of the Commit-
tee on Economic and Educational Opportunitiea and the Subcommittee on National Economic
Growth, Natural Resourcai and Regulatory Affairs of the Committee on Government Reform
and Oversight.
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So it has to be done carefully, but we think certainty is impor-
tant here.

Mr. KORNFELD. All the parties, including the administration, are
unanimous in the deliberations, so that by next week, we do feel
we can get the bill up before you.

The important point that Darcy makes is a very important point.
We feel that it is Congress' decision as to whether a GSE is needed,
not the stockholders or Sallie Mae, and therefore, that is the major
difference, I believe, in what we are proposing and what the House
now has.

Senator JEFFORDS. It is my understanding that the Department
of Education was advocating a link between Sallie Mae's privatiza-
tion and 100 percent direct lending. When did this position change?

Mr. KORNF'ELD. Well, as we started to think about it, and as we
reviewed it more carefully, it became clear to us that we can risk
the fact that the marketplace will pick up the gap.

Furthermore, by adding this proviso which is in our bill, that if
the access does become a problem, if Congress authorizes the De-
partment of Education to provide funds to the secondary market so
that they can buy up the loans where there might not be funds
available, we think that would be a better way to accomplish it
than maintaining the linkage, and therefore we changed our deci-
sion on that aspect.

Senator JEFFORDS. Your goal, however, is still to go to 100 per-
cent direct lending?

Mr. KORNFELD. The goal of this administration is to go to 100
percent direct lending, yes, sir. And obviously, if that occurs, there
certainly is not the need for a secondary market.

Senator JEFFORDS. Senator Pell, welcome. I understand you had
a previous commitment. Please feel free to make an opening state-
ment if you so desire.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed. I am personally nei-
ther opposed to nor in favor of privatization and will look at the
matter closely and look forward to reading the testimony today.

I would ask unanimous consent that I be allowed to insert my
statement in full in the record.

Senator JEFFORDS. So ordered.
[The prepared statement of Senator Pell follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR PELL

Mr. Chairman, I commend you for holding this hearing. The
question of privatization for both Sallie Mae and Connie Lee are
matters of considerable importance. They should be given serious
and careful consideration.

While Sallie Mae, Connie Lee, and the Administration all favor
privatization, my own view is that we should not rush a decision.
We created these organizations in order to serve a purpose, one to
provide support and stability for the Federal loan program and the
other to provide financial support for colleges that found it difficult
to obtain help from the private sector. The reasons we created
them are reasons that must not be forgotten.

With respect to Sallie Mae, it is critical that concerns such as the
presence of a lender and guarantor of last resort be addressed in
a satisfactory manner. With regard to Connie Lee, we must have
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some assurance that institutions who need their services and have
nowhere else to turn will be served.

I am neither opposed to nor in favor of privatization. I want to
look at the matter closely and then try to reach a decision that is
truly in the public interest. I look forward to the testimony we will
receive and to giving this issue the most thorough and complete
consideration we can.

Senator JEFFORDS. Senator Dodd.
Senator DODD. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I have just a couple of questions, if I may, beginning with you,

Mr. Kornfeld, and Ms. Bradbury, please feel free to respond as well
if you care to.

IBeyond Sallie Mae's role as a national secondary market which
remains profitable and which other private interests are involved
in, Sallie Mae also has some very special responsibilities in the
Guaranteed Student Loan Program, as you pointed out, such as the
lender of last resort, which is a very important issue to many of
us. I wonder if you might express some views to this committee on
how you think that particular function will be protected if this
move is adopted?

Mr. KORNFELD. In our proposed legislation, we do propose that
Sallie Mae continue that requirement of being a lender of last re-
sort. That is a very important requirement because even in today's
marketplace, we have already called on Sallie Mae, and Sallie Niae
has been very supportive in serving as a lender of last resort.

The key concern in privatization clearly has to be as long as
there is an FFEL program, that we must maintain access, and the
lender of last resort becomes a very important part of that pro-
gram, as well as the proviso that we are suggesting in our legisla-
tion, that if the secondary market does not have adequate funds or
cannot raise adequate funds to purchase loans from lenders, that
the Federal Government will provide the funds to those secondary
markets to accomplish that task.

Senator DODD. Ms. Bradbury.
Ms. BRADBURY. I do not think I have anything to add beyond

that we view the 8-year time period, together with the continued
growth in the Direct Student Loan Program, will provide an ade-
quate transition period. Sallie Mae during those 8 years will still
be playing the role they have played for some time now, and in ad-
dition, as Leo mentioned, the expansion of the Department of Edu-
cation's authority to provide moneys directly to other secondary
market participants.

Senator DODD. Let me turn to Connie Lee very quickly. Again,
as you pointed out, this is an issue that is broadly supported for
privatization by the administration and the private sectors.

Two legitimate questions that have been raised deal with the
timing of the sale of the stock and the repeal of the statutory re-
strictions. I am just wondering whether you think there is a reason
to look at a way to accomplish the sale of these shares of stock
more quickly. Some have expressed some concern about the timing,
and I wonder if you might share with us some thoughts on how
that might be achieved more quickly.

Ms. BRADBURY. We had proposed that we endeavor to sell the
shares in the private markets in a one-year period, which we be-

:3 3
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lieve will be adequate. We will certainly endeavor to do it as quick-
ly as possible, but given both the uncertainties about how long it
might take to retain a financial advisor through the procurement
process and a few other things, we thought that a 12-month period
was the most reasonable we could come up with.

At the end of that time period, if we have not been able to satis-
factorily sell that stock on the private markets, then we would turn
to Connie Lee and negotiate with them to buy out the stock.

Senator DODD. So you are looking at a maximum of 1 year?
Ms. BRADBURY. Yes.
Senator DODD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator JEFFORDS. Senator Kennedy.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I apologize to our

witnesses for being late.
Let me just pick up on Senator Dodd's question about protecting

the students and their interests. Obviously, with privatization, you
are going to maximize profits; that is going to be inherent. And the
real question is how are we going to get protection for the fees and
the loans for students.

Some have suggested, although it is an issue that we have gone
around and around on, that prior to the time of the Direct Stuolent
Loan Program, that when the interest rates went down, the sav-
ings were not always passed on to the students, and the fees were
not lowered. This has been debated and discussed at an earlier
time, and I am not interested in getting into that so much now, but
if you are looking into a purely profit operation, you are talking
about having a mechanism so the procedures would still be out
there.

But I think the more fundamental issue is how do we know,
when you are moving toward privatization and moving toward prof-
its on this thing, that. there is going to be someone down there who
is going to say, Look, with regard the students, we have a different
kind of responsibility. Who is that going to be, and how is that
process going to be set up? That is something that I think we
would be interested in.

Mr. KORNFELD. Yes, and that is obviously our concern as well,
Senator, the danger, or the risk, I should say, of a large segment
of the marketplace being removed, which the privatization of Sallie
Mae would certainly cause. We must have some kind of insurance
that access continues in the FFEL program.

We do feel that the present 90 secondary markets can accommo-
date the gap. However, to make sure that access is continued to the
students and to the institutions in this country, so that loans are
provided where necessary, we are proposing in our bill that the
Government have the authority to provide Federal funds to the sec-
ondary markets, so that the secondary markets, the other compa-
nies that would be remaining, including Sallie Mae, could acquire
the loans that the lenders want to sell and do not want to service
themselves. And as I mentioned before, 70 percent of the loan vol-
ume in this country is sold; lenders do not service their own loans.
And Sallie Mae acquires 50 percent, so this is a significant volume.
As Mr. Hough pointed out, approximately one-third of all the loan
volume in this country is purchased by Sallie Mae.
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Senator KENNEDY. Well, it is certainly something that we want
to look at, because we have a situation whereI might have my
own views about the direct loan program, but we made an agree-
ment, and I think myself that we ought to stick with it. If there
are going to be changes on one side of the equation, then I think
we will have to reconsider it.

But there is no question that there are efforts out there to cap
the direct loan program. So that on the one hand, you are capping
the direct loan program, and on the other hand, you are going to
have a demand for profit within these private agencies, and I think
it is fair to ask who is going to be watching how you establish the
kind of structure there to make sure that the students and their
interests, and fees and loans, will be protected, because we have
seen at other times that that has been a serious issue.

I think you have indicated, Mr. Kornfeld, that Sallie Mae should
pay an exit fee over and above the amount required for budget neu-
trality; is that right?

Mr. KORNFELD. Yes, Senator.
Senator KENNEDY. And how should that capability or lack of ca-

pability be measured, and how much should that fee be?
Mr. KORNFELD. We are working on it, and in our proposed bill,

we will have some proposed suggestions as to how that exit fee
should be calculated and determined.

We do feel very strongly, and as I mentioned before, although
shareholders and stockholders and the board of directors need to
be taken care of, it is of interest that Sallie Mae just saw fit, just
a few months ago, to issue a stock buyout which would pay the
shareholders of Sallie Mae on the order of magnitude of $1 billion.
Well, they are able to do this in large measure because of their
GSE status and their notable accomplishments.

We feel that the Government is a major player there and also de-
serves to be a recipient of some of the rewards and accomplish-
ments that Sallie Mae has been able to achieve over the years.

Senator KENNEDY. Ms. Bradbury.
Ms. BRADBURY. Our legislation would probably be somewhat

more general than the bill that was voted out of the House commit-
tee last week. We would iike to have the opportunity to negotiate
either something like stock warrants or some other form of consid-
eration with the association, in part because of the uncertainty sur-
rounding their planswhether in fact they do vote to reorganize as
a private company, or whether they choose instead to liquidate the
association in an orderly fashion. So we are less comfortable with
having a specified formula in statute that may not reflect the reali-
ties of the association in 18 months' time.

Senator KENNEDy. I remember when the direct loan issue was
coming up, and Sallie Mae and others said, Look, if you are going
to go to direct loans, we are in business, and we ought to be able
to be free to try to privatize and move out there and get into some
other kinds of things. I think there is a logic to that kind of proc-
ess.

Now the issue of evaluation between the loan and the direct loan
program has been the subject of a good deal of attention. But now,
we have the situation where you may move on to privatization and
still have a significant amount in terms of guarantees. So I think

i
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we have to ensure that in the natural drive toward profits, which
is a legitimate, worthwhile and valuable desire, that we retain the
protection in terms of that element of the student loan programs
so that they are really going to be serviced in the interest of the
students so that their interests are protected.

thank the chair.
Mr. KORNFELD. Senator, if I may comment, I agree with you. Ob-

viously, with the administration's proposal for 100 percent, we cer-
tainly do not need secondary markets, we certainly do not need
Sallie Mae. We even feel that under present law, there are enough
players that the secondary market will play. Obviously, if you start
capping it, depending upon where it gets capped,the problem gets
exaggerated.

As mentioned previously, there is also an inconsistency in saying
that you want competition, but you want a cap. The level playing
field, we are addressing; it is overstated. The issues are not nearly
as significant as some people make out, and the fact is that what-
ever we can do to level the playing, we are very happy to do, and
we are very happy if 100 percent does not get legislated. We are
certainly very happy to compete in the marketplace.

Senator KENNEDY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator JEFFORDS. Let me go to Connie Lee for a minute. I am

more concerned about making sure there that the present market
is being serviced, and I am concerned as to what kind of guaran-
tees will exist and want to hear what you would recommend to en-
sure that that market is being serviced. It seems to be working
well, yet there is huge need for money out there for the infrastruc-
ture.

Do you have concerns about privatization with respect to that,
and how do you ensure that the market for which they were cre-
ated is serviced, if not expanded?

Ms. BRADBURY. If I may, Senator, last year, the administration
negotiated with both Connie Lee and a number of players in the
private markets as well as Members of Congress and their staff on
an expansion of Connie Lee's charter. We were not successful in
that effort, and it was our view that in order to support the rather
narrow market that is mandated for them in their current charter,
it is going to become increasingly difficult to do that in a meaning-
ful fashion given the constraints.

So if they are unable to get an expansion of their charter which
allows them to have a more balanced portfolio, if I could put it that
way, it may just be best to privatize them. They have expressed
their own intentions, and I cannot speak for them, but it certainly
seems reasonable to us that they would continue to grow in the
business they know best; but they probably will over time have a
more balanced portfolio. They are regulated by a number of State
insurance regulators as well as needing to have their credit re-
viewed by the rating agencies to make their insurance valuable to
the market, and the rating agencies and the insurance regulators
are uncomfortable and require much higher capital levels of a firm
which only insures certain kinds of institutions. So they will prob-
ably be able to expand their service to lower-rated institutions if
they are also able to have a somewhat more balanced portfolio.
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Senator JEFFORDS. W311, I understand that, but will there be a
requirement to do that in your legislation? I mean, if they are mak-
ing, a whole bunch of money on the lower-risk portfolio, what is to
presume that they are going to go out of their way to try to service
the high-risk market?

Ms. BRADBURY. I think if we together make the decision to pri-
vatize Connie Lee, they will be a private company, and at that
point, in fact, we cannot require them to do certain things or not
do other things. They either are a GSE or they are not.

Senator JEFFORDS. Well, that is what worries me. We created it
for the purpose which is working well, but the gal of stockholders,
traditionally, is to make more profit, so we decide to privatize
them, and then we will have to set up another organization to fill
the need which now reemerges because there is more profit. I get
concerned when I look at it that way.

Ms. BRADBURY. We would be happy to discuss a variety of op-
tions with you; if you and the other members of the committee
want to explore that, we are happy to assist you in those efforts.

Senator DODD. Let me just say, Jim, that I agree with your con-
cerns about this, but I think they can be accommodate. Clearly, if
we are going to have them serve that higher-risk market, and there
is a demand out there, they are going to have to have the needed
capital to do it. And striking that balance here is the challenge.

They are clearly not going to be able to serve that higher-risk
market and the demand out there under the present circumstances;
that much, we do know. The question is now can we reconfigure
this in a way that allows for a greater flow of capital to come in,
while simultaneously keeping the target that was behind the cre-
ation of the legislation in the first place. I do not think that is an
impossible hill to climb. I think we can do it. I do not think we
have much choice but to try, quite candidly. If I thought there were
some other way of doing it, I would be an advocate of it, but I do
not know of any other way.

So I think we have got to move in that direction, but it is not
just the chairman who has that concern. I have introduced the leg-
islation on behalf of the administration, and I am committed to it,
but I think you are going to find a lot of us up here who want to
make sure that is the case.

This was the concerned raised, I might point out, historically,
when we fought hard to create Connie Lee. There were those out
there who said, We see what you are going to do, and almost pre-
dicted what would happen down the road in some casesyou get
this thing going, and then all of a sudden, you have the advantage
of having a Government-created institution that then becomes the
competition for those who are out there and do not have that ad-
vantage, and in effect, that self-fulfilling prophecy is arriving if we
in effect allow it to operate unfettered.

Now, we heard from Mr. Sockwell and others that that is not
going to be the case, and we are going to make sure legislatively
that that is not the case. I will just say that very bluntly to those
out there who may have some notion that they are going to slip one
by here and end up having something that, as the chairman has
pointed out, just mandates down the road the creation of yet an-
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other GSE or something like it to fill the gap of the high-risk insti-
tutions. So that is not going to happen.

Mr. KORNFELD. And it clearly is a concern of ours, too, Senator.
Connie Lee right now is not really servicing the high-risk market
to the degree that it ought to

Senator JEFFORDS. No; I agree with you.
Mr. Kornfeld. [continuing]. And we think that perhaps, by letting

them expand their portfolio, all of us might benefit.
Senator JEFFORDS. Now, it is my understanding that the new

budget projections of the President presume 100 percent direct
lending.

Mr. KORNFELD. Yes, sir.
Senator JEFFORDS. Thank you.
Senator Gorton.
Senator GORTON. No questions.
Senat Or JEFFORDS. Sena Or Simon?
Senator SIMON. Mr. Kcrnfeld, when we talk about these things,

we are talking about two different kinds of options. One is if there
should be a cap of 40 percent, then we are facing a very different
world. Then I think we have to take another look at the whole
question of privatizing. Is that a fair statement?

Mr. KORNFELD. Yes, Senator, I believe it is a fair statement.
However, at this point, if direct loans do in fact get capped; if we
also have the additional proviso that the Federal Government can
provide additional funding into the secondary marketplace, we
think we can overcome that problem and still provide the adequate
funds so the secondary market will purchase the FFEL loans that
are made by the lenders in this country.

Without that proviso, the risk is increased dramatically, and
there is a concern.

Senator SIMON. I think there will be a very real concern.
Your suggestion that Sallie Mae privatize or liquidate is a little

more stark than what Mr. Hough or the House have suggested. I
see that Mr. Hough is still here. If I may, Mr. Chairman

Senator JEFFORDs. Certainly.
Senator Simon. [continuing]. What is your reaction, Mr. Hough,

to this idea of privatize or liquidate?
Mr. HOUGH. It would be unacceptable.
Senator SIMON. I see we are in agreement there.
Mr. KORNFEIA). I guess it gets down to, Senator, that we feel very

strongly it is Congress' decision as to whether there is a need for
GSEnot a board of directors or the shareholders of a company.

Senator SIMON. I understand, but I also think we ought to get
their input on this when we weigh it.

Then, a question to both Ms. Bradbury and Mr. Kornfeld. When
Congressman Petri first suggested direct lending, and when the
Senator from Minnesota and I introduced the legislation, the idea
was that the most efficient way of collection would be through the
IRS. And I met twice with the IRS Commissioner, and she indi-
cated a willingness and felt they had a capability to do that. That
has not moved ahead.

Do either of you have any comment on why this is not moving
ahead and where we are on that?
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Mr. KORNFELD. This was another division in Treasury, not
Darcy's area.

Senator SIMON. OK.
Mr. KORNFELD. There was an extensive study done by Education

and Treasury as to the practicality of the IRS getting into the col-
lection business. The report will be forthcoming any day, which is
long overdue, which fundamentally indicates that at this point, it
does not seem practical and that it should be a future consider-
ation.

IRS is being very supportive and cooperative with us right now.
For example, we now do a default matching with IRS which will
increase the collections dramatically as far as collecting money.
They are providing us not only with the tax refunds which we now
obtain if the defaulter has a tax refund, but they are also providing
us with names and addresses of defaulters; and again, thanks to
Congress, we now have garnishment rights without going through
an administrative law judge. We anticipate, at least at this point,
that we can significantly increase the default collections and de-
crease defaults in this country through the cooperation of IRS. So
that at this point, we are suggesting that we do not proceed with
the IRS collections.

Senator SIMON. Ms. Braabury.
Ms. BRADBURY. In anticipation of this question, Senator, I was

told this morning that in fact the report is in final review in our
building, and we hope to have it transmitted very promptlyand
we apologize for the delay.

Senator SIMON. Mr. Chairman, once we have that report, we may
want to have a hearing on that, too.

Let me just reiterate that I am very sympathetic to privatizing
Sallie Mae. I have to say that I am much more cautious about mov-
ing ahead on that if we have a cap of 40 percent. If that cap goes
on, then I am going to be a very reluctant warrior in terms of ap-
proving any privatization of Sallie Mae.

Thank you both very much. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator JEFFORDS. Thank you, Senator Simon.
Sen ator Kennedy.
Senator KENNEDY. If I may, I missed the earlier panel, Mr.

Chairman. Have you reviewed with Mr. Hough what happens if the
shareholders vote against privatization?

Senator JEFFORDS. I do not believe that specific question was
asked. I am sure Mr. Hough would be happy to come forward.

Senator KENNEDY. Where does that put this whole issue? I apolo-
gize for not being here earlier. Could you please address that?

Mr. HOUGH. Certainly, Senator Kennedy. I have been encouraged
to elaborate on my last answer. [Laughter.]

Senator KENNEDY. Have you got the votes? That is the real ques-
tion I wanted to ask. [Laughter.)

Senator JEFFORDS. I thought you might like to repeat your an-
swer.

Mr. HOUGH. Sir, there is no question that I will be able to get
the votes, but the issue is the votes for what. Fundamental to the
creation of a Government-sponsored enterprise is the Federal Gov-
ernment's pledge to the investors in that enterprise and the corn-
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mitment that is set forth at the outset that defines the terms that
one is investing in.

Nowhere in the record in 1972 that led to the creation of Sallie
Mae were the shareholders ever put on notice that a preemptive
act by the Federal Government could cause the liquidation of the
franchise; nowhere.

To go forward, to my great surprise and shock, as the U.S. Treas-
ury and OMB have suggested this morning, to preemptively re-
move from the owners' authority and violate the charter and trust
of 1972 and remove their right to determine the outcome of this
company, to me is inexplicable. The legislation passed by the
House, with bipartisan support, carefully crafted after a year of
work with the Secretary of the Treasury, OMB, and the Secretary
of Education, provided for an 18-month vote. Over the time, the
shareholders w .,uld see the merits in privatization and the oppor-
tunity and would vote for privatization; and if they did not see the
merit, they ab owners would restore the company to its Govern-
ment-sponsored enterprise franchise, and life for this GSE would
go along as it does for other Government-sponsored enterprises.

There is merit in the Government-sponsored enterprise model. I
believe there is enormous merit. We cannot today, looking forward,
decide that there is not some other occasion in which the useful-
ness of the Government-sponsored enterprise attributes might
solve in a very meaningful way, as quickly as in fact we were able
to address the liquidity problem of the early seventies, and when
that opportunity comes, there has to be a very supportive and pure
record of how the Federal Government treated those early inves-
tors.

To preempt the investors' right to control the outcome of the cor-
poration would undo what has been very carefully created in this
trust that surrounds what one can expect when one makes a deci-
sion to invest in any of our very healthy GSEs.

Finally, I would note that on the board of Sallie Mae, there are
seven members appointed by the President of the United States;
there are seven members appointed by President Clinton. That is
a further measure of direction, and I think their voice and this de-
cision on our board's part to pursue privatization is was very clear-
ly heard, and they will have continuing role.

Foremost among their responsibilities, however, is the fiduciary
responsibility to the shareholders. I cannot imagine that in keeping
with that fiduciary responsibility, they could sit still to a preemp-
tive act by the Government to rescind this element of the trust.

I apologize for a long answer, Senator.
Senator KENNEDY. No; that is helpful. I am just wondering where

the public's interest is served. mean, are we saying that these de-
cisions in terms of public policy questions are going to be decided
only by the stockholders?

Mr. HOUGH. I think the public policy questions have been de-
cidedin essence, this has been the history of the program, sir,
and the almost annual now debate with regard to eligibility, bor-
rowing limits, and subsidies of the student loan program.

In contrast to the housing market, the student loan rate of re-
turn to the investor is set by your law, so that the privatization of
Sallie Mae in no way changes the interest rate to the student or
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to a family borrowing under the parent loan program. There is no
change to the cost to the student, and I would submit there is also
no change to the cost to the taxpayer. If anything, as I indicated,
we have removed $50 billion of taxpayer liability, and I think we
have encouraged a much brighter long-term promise for the cor-
poration going forward.

There is no transfer of incremental cost to the student through
this mechanism.

Mr. KORNFELD. Can I say something, Senator?
Senator KENNEDY. Yes.
Senator JEFFORDS. Go ahead.
Mr. KORNFELD. Yes, I would like to add something. As I men-

tioned before, in my former life having been president of two pri-
vate, nonGovernment corporations, I am certainly very sensitive to
what Mr. Hough is saying, and certainly the shareholders have to
be taken care of.

However, I contend that the shareholders of Sallie Mae have
been taken care of and that, again, it gets back to the fact that
GSE decisions are clearly the Government's. For example, the his-
toric earnings of Sallie Mae have been $3 billion. They have de-
clared dividends and stock buyouts on the order of magnitude of
two and one-quarter billion dollars, which is a very significant divi-
dend and buyback policy in the financial marketplace.

So I do not think that pleading poverty of the shareholders is ap-
propriate at this point.

Ms. BRADBURY. If I might add, I think it would be disappointing
if we believed we could never create another GSE because once it
was created, it could never be ended. Presumably, a GSE is created
to fulfill specific purposes. I think Sallie Mae, as we view it, and
in fact, as they titled their presentation they made to their inves-
tors last year, is "mission accomplished." The liquidity of the stu-
dent loan market has been established. The private sector, which
we hope Sallie Mae joins, has shown a great vibrancy in response
to a variety of subsidies which the Federal Government makes
available to support that market.

The kinds of advantages that Sallie Mae enjoys which relate to
a lower cost of capital, not paying State and local taxes, freedom
from registration of securities, and some other things, have helped
them to be a leader in developing the student loan market; but
with the developments in, for example, securitization which allow
large banks to underwrite portfolios of student loans at very low
capital levels, it may be that this particular aspect of support for
the student loan market is not necessary anymore, and the com-
bination of the continued growth in the direct loan program, as
well as the continued 98 percent guarantee on the guaranteed
loans, we think should be sufficient to provide a vibrant student
loan market.

Senator KENNEDY. Thank you very much.
Senator JEFFORDS. Mr. Hough, did you wish to respond?
Mr. HOUGH. No, I do not have any further comment. I think

there is a fundamental view here that we need to address with
staff work, that recognizes who owns the company and in a sense
the obligation going forward to create a presence of the Federal
Government sponsorship that is honored and encourages in the fu-
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ture, because I am sure there will be a future in which people are
asked to invest in Governmcnt-sponsored enterprises, and the cap-
ital to get them started is going to have to come from private
sources.

Senator JEFFORDS. Thank you all for very helpful testimony.
The first witness on our third and final panel will be Ms. Bar-

bara Miles, a specialist in financial institutions with the economic
division of the Congressional Research Service, Library of Con-
gress, Washington, DC.

Next will be Janet Corcoran, filling in for Ann Stern, who had
to leave. She is senior vice president for the Financial Guaranty In-
surance company and is here representing the Association of Fi-
nancial Guaranty Insurors.

And the third and final witness will be Dr. David Mulford, vice
president of CS First Boston Corporation in New York, NY.

Ms. Miles, please proceed.

STATEMENTS OF BARBARA MILES, SPECIALIST IN FINANCIAL
INSTITUTIONS, ECONOMICS DIVISION, CONGRESSIONAL RE-
SEARCH SERVICE, LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, WASHINGTON,
DC; JANET CORCORAN, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, FINAN-
CIAL GUARANTY INSURANCE COMPANY, NEW YORK, NY, ON
BEHALF OF THE ASSOCIATION OF FINANCIAL GUARANTY
INSURORS; AND DAVID C. MULFORD, VICE CHAIRMAN, CS
FIRST BOSTON CORPORATION, NEW YORK, NY
Ms. MILEs. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee,

thank you for inviting me to appear before you today to talk about
issues surrounding GSE privatization.

My discussion this morning will be strictly from the point of view
of the economics of GSEs and their role in fulfilling public policy,
and without any regard to the noneconomic considerations that I
know will in fact play a major role in the legislation. Whatever
happens in this case, the precedents that we set may affect how
GSEs are to be established and used in the future.

There are three basic observations that derive from this perspec-
tive. The first is that there is an economic policy logic to moving
Sallie Mae out of GSE status; the second, economic efficiency con-
siderations run counter to requiring that Sallie Mae make good the
budget impact of charter rescission; and third, should the G-overn-
ment decide to recoup some of the value of its initial sponsorship
from Sallie Mae, precedent does exist for using warrants for that
purpose.

Government-sponsored enterprises are clearly a hybrid arrange-
ment in our economy. Shareholder-owned and for profit companies,
they carry special, federally-granted charters and a variety of legal
privileges in order to remedy some identified market failure or
market inefficiency. We currently have five major GSEs operating
in financial markets in addition to Sallie Mae and Connie Lee.

At some point, a successful GSE will have accomplished the ba-
sics of its missionthat is, the assigned market will be operational
and, presumably, profitable. Now the economics task turns from
making a market to making that same market competitive. Nor-
mally, high profitability would signal competitors to enter the mar-
ket, but in this case, enticing competition requires lessening the

,
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GSE's advantage over would-be competitors, and it could be accom-
plished by removing some charter privileges, by making some privi-
leges or exemptions more generally available, by imposing a fee on
the GSE for its use of its charter, or by some combination of the
three. This should ultimately result in a level playing field, at
which point there is no longer an advantage to being a GSE, and
more to the point, there is no longer much reason to have a GSE.

Thus, charter rescission is the logical outcome to a successful pol-
icy.

Sallie Mae's history fits well into this economic progression. At
present, Sallie Mae is paying the equivalent of a user fee, and the
secondary market appears to be attracting genuinely effective com-
petition, in particular from securitization, which is a very powerful
means of achieving capital market integration.

In addition, the Government now is a competitor with direct
loans and, being a GSE, is apparently no longer quite so attractive
to Sallie Mae. Again more to the point, having a GSE is no longer
so important to Federal policy in this area. The economics of a GSE
life cycle indicate that the time has indeed come for charter rescis-
sion.

The issues surrounding Sallie Mae's exit from GSE status involve
the impact on the Federal budget, first of all from loss of the offset
fee which is included in the current baselinefor 5 years in the op-
posite chamber, for 10 years in this chamber. But requiring a budg-
et impact fee from Sallie Mae raises serious issues from the stand-
point of GSE policy, and that is true whether the corporation be-
lieves it can handle it or not.

The fee provides a powerful disincentive to charter rescission
which is precisely the reverse of what a user fee is supposed to
bring about. In addition, in this instance, the only reason Sallie
Mae is expected to cure the loss to the budget is that they have
already been paying a fee recorded in the budget. Under this prece-
dent, none of the other current GSEs would owe anything to the
Government for their charters on exit because none has been pay-
ing any fee. Yet, arguably, appropriate user fees on the other GSEs
would be far larger than Sallie Mae's in their budget impact, and
if ultimately such fees are imposed, under this precedent they
could present a major setback to exit of those GSEs no matter how
ready their markets might be for it.

Sallie Mae is, of course, expected to make good on the offset fees
for loans already held or committed to as a GSE, and that is pro-
vided for in the House legislation.

The notion of an exit fee apart from the budget offset fee raises
the same issueit presents a barrier to exit. Nonetheless, if the
Government indeed has given Sallie Mae a lasting legacy which
will translate into profits for a future, nonGSE corporation, it may
well be appropriate to go along for the ride and share in that fu-
ture profitability. This can be achieved through the use of war-
rants, a device we used, as you have heard, in the case of Chrysler
Corporation and also, I believe, Continental Bank. The drawback
to using warrants is that the Government is bearing some of the
risk of the future company's success and as a result, warrants may
be difficult to score for Federal budget purposes.
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Finally, I would like to note, based on today's testimony to this
point, that this exercise is leading to one rather clear outcome for
future deliberations concerning setting up new GSEs, and that is
that future charters might do very well to include guidelines for
what will happen at each stage in a GSE's development, including
their ultimate exit.

I stand ready to answer your questions.
Senator JEFFORDS. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Miles follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF BARBARA MILES

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee.
Good morning and thank you for inviting me to appear before you to discuss the

proposed charter rescission of the Student Loan Marketing Association (Sallie Mae).
My discussion will start with the general concept of Government Sponsored Enter-
prises and then turn to the specific case of Sallie Mae. I will limit my discussion
to my area of expertise, which is economic analysis and my statement should not
be construed as making policy recommendations. Rather, my comments are based
on the insights of economic analysis without regard to the noneconomic consider-
ations which play a major role in legislative decisions. There are three basic obser-
vations which derive from this economic perspective.

First, there is an economic policy logic to moving Sallie Mae out of GSE status.
Second, economic efficiency considerations run counter to requiring that Sallie

Mae make up the budget impact of charter. rescission.
Third, if the Government wishes to recoup some of the value of its initial sponsor-

ship of Sallie Mae, precedent exists for using warrants for that purpose.

GOVERNMENT-SPONSORED ENTERPRISES

Government sponsored enterprises (GSEs) are a hybrid corporate arrangement in
our economy. In general, they are federally chartered, shareholder-owned, for-profit
companies which are granted certain legal privileges and exemptions in order to cor-
rect a market failure and thereby achieve an allocation of resources which is more
advantageous for the economy as a whole. The public policy importance of any
GSE's mission, which is usually fairly narrowly defined, and the backing of the Fed-
eral charters imply that the Government will not allow them to fail such that inves-
tors will lose their money. As a result, the GSEs are able to attract private market
capital at costs below that of non-GSEs, thus adding to their ability to remedy their
assigned market failure.1

At some point, either a GSE is successful in overcoming whatever obstacle existed
to market efficiency, or it becomes clear that the intended correction cannot be made
in this fashion. In the latter case, if the public purpose is still deemed to be impor-
tant, it may need to be addressed by direct governmental programs or subsidies: for
example, the true nature of the problem may be found to require income or wealth
transfers, or surmounting uninsurable risks. If the GSE has accomplished the basics
of its mission, however, continued maintenance of the full special charter implies
that the Government is granting privileges no longer neoessary to the original pub-
lic purpose. Maintaining full privileges is apt to result in large returns to the GSE
shareholders more than continued impmvement in the target market. No one should
be surprised at this. Indeed, if a GSE earns high returns to investor equity, it is
an indication that policy makers were correct in using the mechanism to address
the market problem. What is needed at this juncture is competitive participation in
the market.

Enticing competitive participation is likely to require that the advantages of the
GSE be lessened. To the extent potential competitors cannot match the cost advan-
tages of the GSEs, the Government may also be creating a new market failure
and a return to less than optimal allocation of resources in the economyin the
form of a federally protected monopoly. Lessening GSE advantages can be accom-

The largeat GSEs are those operating markets for residential mortgages, the Federal Na-
tional Mortgage Aasociation (Fannie Mac), the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation
(Freddie Mac), and the Federal Home Loan Banka. Other GSEs include The Federal Agricul-
tural Mortgage Corporation (Farmer Mac) and the Farm Credit System for agricultural loans
and the College Construction Loan insurance Association (Connie Lee) for colltge mortgage fi-
nancing.
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plished by removing some of the charter advantages or by making some of the
"breakthrough" privileges or excmptions more generally available.2 As a practical
matter, and to ensure that markets are not disrupted by sudden changes, a com-
monly sunested change is imposition of a fee on the GSE for use of the charter.
When ful.W in_place such a fee should result in a "level playing field" for non-GSE
competitors. Intimately, the GSE could reasonably be expected to want to exchange
its charter. With such a passage, the Federal policy may be said to have fully accom-
plished its task of creating an efficient competitive market. The economic well-being
of the Nation should be improved as a result.

THE CASE OF SALLIE MAE

Sallie Mae's history from 1972 into 1995 fits well into the economic progression
of a successful GSE policy. Sallie Mae was the first institution to provide significant
liquidity to guaranteed student loans through a secondary iiurchase market and
warehousing arrangements. Subsequently, Sallie Mae has become subject to com-
petition from major commercial banks and from certain agencies and non-profit in-
stitutions, but remains the dominant force in the market. As of 1993, Sallie Mae
held about a third of outstanding student loans, while commercial banks accounted
for dose to half and State designated agencies the remaincler.3 By all accounts, Sal-
lie Mae was then a successful, safely operated GSE in what had become a mature
market for student loans.4

In 1994, Sallie Mae entered into a new phase of its GSE existence when it became
subject to a GSE-only "offset fee" of 0.30 percent of the outstanding volume of its
student loan holdings. Although scored for budget purposes as an offsetting receipt
to the loan program, its size and exclusivity make the offset fee in practice a user
fee. While such a fee would normally be considered an enticement to private sector
competition, and new competition did come from the private sector, the Federal Gov-
ernment also entered the field as direct lender. Consequently, the attractiveness of
GSE status and being held captive to a future student loan market which may be
characterized by heavy competition for guaranteed loans and for direct loans has di-
minished. More to the point, the ecenomic rationale for the Federal interest in main-
taining a GSE in this market, is gone.

CHARTER RESCISSION ISSUES

The charter rescission plan of H.R. 1720 proposes to transform Sallie Mae into
a holding company with a State charter, and two subsidiaries. One subsidiary would
be the liquidating GSE and would have responsibility for repaying all indebtedness
incurred under IME status, including the continuing user or offset fee for loans pur-
chased or committed to by the GSE prior to rescission for so long as they remain
outstanding. The other subsidiary would be a new, "privatized" Sallie Mae which
would undertake all new business and incur all new debt. Because the new subsidi-
ary would not be a GSE, it would not be subject to the user fee. It would, however,
be subject to laws from which the GSE is exempt, including State and local income
taxes and registration requirements of the SEC, and would not have the other privi-
leges of the CrSE charter. The weight of the corporation would shift gradually to the
new Sallie Mae and transformation would be completed by the end of 2004. The
transformation plan requires agreement by the Federal Government and by a ma-
jority of the shareholders of the corporation.

Except for assuring continued payment of the offset fee, there is no particular eco-
nomic policy reason for segregating the liquidating GSE from the rest of the new
Sallie Mae so rigidly as contemplated in the House reported legislation. The Govern-
ment has made no explicit assurances to creditors of the GsSE even though some
may believe that was implied. Sallie Mae may well have a business interest in this
arrangement, however. The liquidating GSE will continue to have some need to roll
over and raise debt, and the proposed arrangement will probably act to hold the
costs of financing down even while capital is being gradually withdrawn into the
new company.

2Passage of the Secondary Mortgage Market Improvement Act of 1984 and development of
shelf registration by the Securities and Exchange Commission are two examples of making ad-
vantages enjoyed by Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac generally available to all would-be competi-
tors in the secondary mortgage market.

'Sallie Mae's share of loans in repayment was higherabout half. Most of that constituted
purchases from banks.

See, for examples, Congressional Budget Office, Controlling the Risks of Government-Spon-
sored EntPrprises, April 1991; Department of the Treasury, Report of the Secretary of the Treas-
ury on Government-Sponsored Enterprises, May 1990 and April 1991.
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EXIT FEE

The argument has also been put forward that, in addition to paying for the pre-
sumed budget impact, Sallie Mae should have to pay an exit fee. The basic point
already made holds, that such a fee would act as a barrier to exit and thus may
be counter-indicated from an economic point of view. Nonetheless, there are two pos-
sible rationales for an exit (as opposed to a budget impact) fee.

First, there might be concern that charter conversion would unleash a competitor
who could immediately dominate the market. Certainly this could happen and
would be a danger especially in cases where GSE status remained in place long be-
yond the time when the basic mission was accomplished with no user fee e \,,r levied
to offset the capital market advantage of the GSE. In such cases, would-be competi-
tors might well perceive the GSEs as barriers to their own entry, even after a char-ter.change, simply because of their long term dominance of the targeted market. An
exit fee could take the place of the more traditional antitrust approach of breaking
up the monopoly company into smaller parts. This would require some careful cali-
bration so that the fee did not result in a financially weakened corporation which
might still be considered "too-big-to-fail" in its market. While Sallie Mae currently
does dominate the secondary market for student loans, however, it is not clear that
this would necessarily continue, because of the large State agency participation, the
apparent increase in commercial banks participating in the market since the advent
of Sallie Mae's offset fee, and successful securitization efforts by participants other
than Sallie Mae.

The second concern is that the Government has given something of value to
shareholders through its GSE charter grant that provides a continuing legacy to a
converted corporation and for which the Government should be compensated. This
argument also holds that Sallie Mae has been paying the offset fee for too short a
time to have made appropriate compensation. Perhaps the largest problem with the
exit fee, however, is that, because it was not known that it wouhl be imposed, it
has a harsh effect on current shareholders of the corporation who are not nec-
essarily the original shareholders. To the extent Sallie Mae has reaped very high
returni and paid them out as dividends to shareholders of record in earlier
years,those moneys are simply gone and not available to repay the Government. To
the extent large capital gains were made and taken by previous shareholders, those
gains are gone and not available for Government "recapture." It also seems that
most current shareholders have taken losses since early 1993, thus throwing into
doubt the extent to which they have reaped excessive GSIE-related returns.

WARRANTS

Regardless of justification, if an exit fee is to be imposed, from an economic per-
spective, its form and size should presumably not inhibit charter rescission for
which there appears to be consensus, nor should it cripple the converted corporation
such that it cannot operate effectively. In addition, an exit fee should take into ac-
count any need for the converted company to increase its capital base to maintain
an acceptable investment grade rating. For Sallie Mae, there is some likelihood that
equity capital may have to be doubled to regain market standing once the GSE sub-
sidiary is separated from the ongoing corporation. While its capitai base has been
acceptable for a GSE, or even for a non-GSE operating mainly in a market for fully
guaranteed student loans, as a financial corporation with a broader asset base, it
would surely require a larger capital buffer for would-be investors in corporate secu-
rities. Commercial banks, for example generally have capital closer to eight percent
than Sallie Mae's 2.8 percent, and finance companies tend toward 12 to 16 percent.

With these considerations, it is possible to extract some value from Sallie Mae's
charter rescission if the Government is willing to hear some risk about the availabil-
ity or amount of the fees. In previous cases, where the Government has assisted a
corporation, it has occasionally shared in the subsequent corporate success through
warrants. Warrants are rights to purchase some number of shares of stock in the
corporation in the future at a price which is set when the warrants are issued. If
the corporation is successful, its shares will increase in value. The warrant holder
can purchase the shares at the earlier price, resell them at the higher market price,
and pocket the gain. If, of course, the company does not succeed, share prices might
fall and the warrants would be worthless. In this case, if there is in fact a continu-

were only half of the advantage in capital coats that the two GSEs are generally thought to
gain from their charters and still would have required payments from the two of about 1700
million a year. The revenue over five years to the budget would have totalled $3.5 billion.

(
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ing legacy of value to Sallie Mae from the GSE charter, it could be expected to be
reflected in future share value in the near term.

Warrants were required by the Government in exchange for other assistance in
the case of Chrysler Corporation, for example. In that instance, the warrants were
equal to about 12 percent of Chrysler stock, about all that could be issued without
significantly diluting private shareholders' stake whenever the warrants would be
exercised. Very large amounts of warrants outstanding can also depress s.ock prices
and impede a corporation's ability to attract new capital, which was a ooncern in
the Chrysler case. The warrants were issued at a time when Chrysler's stock was
trading at under $7 a share, and granted the right to purchase shares ut $13. The
warrants were time limited and had to be exercised within a 12-year period. Chrys-
ler's subsequent success made it profitable for the warrants to be exercised after
about four years. Rather than get the necessary appropriation to actually purchase
shares from Chrysler at the warrant price and then resell them, however, the U.S.
Treasury sold the warrants themselves to the highest bidder (which was Chrysler).
Were warrants to be employed as an appropriate form of exit fee in the case of Sal-
lie Mae, the details as to amount, exercise price, and time limit would be an appro-
priate subject of negotiation between the Treasury and the corporation.

CONCLUSION

There appear to be no economic reasons to impede Sallie Mae's conversion to non-
GSE status, whether or not the future student loan market continues for guaran-
teed loans. Competition is more likely to be enhanced than harmed, given the recent
Fowth in secuntization. And a converted Sallie Mae would no longer present any
implied responsibility for its viability to the Government, a benefit to both the Gov-
ernment and the market.

The issues surrounding recapturing something of value for the Government's
original sponsorship have been raised late in the life-cycle of this particular GSE
so that actions taken need to be carefully calibrated to avoid possible market disrup-
tions or the risk of jeopardizing conversion altogether. In particular, exit fees to
meet presumed budget revenues that would not otherwise be owed create incentives
that could be perverse in their effects for both the current and any future GSE con-
versions. Whatever path is followed in this particular case, it will have implications
for Federal policy in establishing new GSEs and in maintaining those currently in
existence.
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spt PRIVATIIATIOE OP SALLIE M.14

*It would appear that there is no longer a need for a
specialized, federally Chartered and privileged corporation
for Sallie Mee's assigned purpose.*

"Either payment (for budget neutrality or as an additional
exit fee), if required, would constitute a barrier to exit
from GSE status for the corporation and could, perversely,
result in neither the charter change nor any significant
revenues for the Government in the future.*

"The exit fee, which might be indicated if certain
circumstances were true, would be most defensible from an
economic perspective if in the form of warrants."

Attempting "to collect the present value of estimated future
fees as a prie:e ot converting would likely have adverse
consequences for future GsE policy. The collection provides
a formidable disincentive to exit and, thus, works against
the fundamental logic of user fees for GOEs."

The 'incentives generated by requiring Sallie Ifte to ensure
the budget neutrality of terminating its Charter appear
perverse."

"(An exit) fee would act as a barrier to exit and thus may
be counter-indicated from an economic point of view."

"Perhaps the largest problem with the exit fee, however, is
that, because it was not known to be imposed, it has a harsh
effect on currew. ahareholders of the corporation who are
not necessarily the original shareholders. ( .

Further, most current shareholders have ta)cen losses since
early 1991 and many may not really be said to have reaped
any great GSZ-related returns."

"The fundamental conclusions of the Sallie Ifte Charter
rescission case are that there appear to be no economic
reasons to impede the corporation's conversion to non-Gsl
status. . .

A "converted Sallie Nte would no longer present any implied
responsibility for its vitbility to the Government, a
benefit to both the Government and the market.*

Exit fees "to meet presumed budget revenues that would not
otherwise be owed create Lncentives that could be perverse
in their effects."



Sallie Mae
Shareholders
Elect Foes of
Privatization

3y JOSEPH B. CAIDLL
Soecial to the American Banker

WkSHINGTON In a
Lunging rebuke to the manage-
ment of the Student Loan Mar-
keting ASSOCIauon. shareholders
elected at least six of the eight
insurgent board candidates led
by former executive Albert Lord.

"The vote Ls cm the election Ls
over, and the bank Ls over." said
Mr. Lord, the company's former
ztuef operanng officer. "I thins
the ownsts of the company have
spoken with clarity."

Lawrence Hough. Sallie's
president and Mc Lord's adver-
sary in a long-running struggle
3ver the tunas of the company.
conceded that the dissident slate
lad gamed a beachhead on the

I -member board.
*We do expect the Sallie Mat

,oard to include new faces when
ail the votes are counted. he
,aid Thursday. noting that the
esuit.S had not yet been verified.

Mr. Ldro has quesnoned both
Mr. Hough's management skills
and his man to abed the govern-
ment charter that helps the com-
pany dominate the secondary
market for student loans but
keeps it from diversifying.

Mr. Lord predicted that his
grout) will have at least six and
possibly seven seats when the
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fin.al tally Ls recorded. But even
with seven seats, the dissidents
will not control the board. Sallie
Mae is chartered by the federal
government and owned by public
shareholders, who elect la of the
directors. The Presadent appoints
the rest

Still Mr. Lord's team, which
includes other former board
members and execonves of the
company. lame tbe savvy to them-
awe the outcome on many issues
and to make life difficuit for Mr.
Hough, according to indivathials
Einuliar with the 'nuance.

The shastholder vote comet
as changes in go+crnmert poli-
caes on student lending are
squeenng peoftts at Sallie Mae
and castang doubt on growth
prospect'.

in :943. Congress ix:taxied a
30-bans-potnt fee on the compa-
ny's makm loon parcluses and in-
nortuoxl a direct ginernment kin
program that strittan the there of
the loan market open to tbe private
lenders who sell to Sark Mae.

Mr. Hough says the solution is
:o drop the government cnaner
and pursue KW bunnesses. Mr.
Lord contends that better man-
agement of the loan portfolio
would restore profit margins.

Both Mr. LatlI and Mr. Hough
pledgee to put aside their differ-
ences MI worK together to poost
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American Banker
May 26, 1995

Sallie Mae

-Affatla..
MINNI

Abort Lord
Former chief operating ot Ann
Soak Mar

the sock price. which has plimged
chanstocally lance the mks of doe
:Wen lom bosoms changed.

I'm committed to havtag
friendly relationship (with the
boadj. and tf it takes going ri
than:a school go to charm
school." Mr. Lord satd.

At leen one analyst was im-
pressed *nth the conciliatory
tone souck by Mr. Lord and Mr.
Hough following the meeting.
"Peace oroke out between *he
two facuoas." said Thomas 0%
Donnell. an analyst for Smith.
Barney Inc.

Mr. O'Donnell said Mr Lord's
victory will help the crock once.
wmch clamped 15 cents to 546 88

Mr. Cahill writes for the
Medal News Service.
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Yyasnirigton Post
May 22, 1995

Sallie Mae

The Problems of Privatization
at Sallie Mae

By Abort I. ersssisew
I...WO Was

Fram tune to tome over the
years. Congress bas enbsted
pante eaterprne to try to
lave certam accal or ea:com-
e problems.

It has created special kmds
ot comp:oats, wrth woe links to Use go*
erament but owoed bY Private wertgin
who put up the mak?, to reap the beim=
at success and pay Me axe of fadure.

These campuses. known all gCNIEITIMOlt.
tecnsored Mamba (GSEM. have gems
lily provided =dem aniestmem rearms
'Or 'Zter ITTiort 31VerZer-OWDers 7.% they
arm selpeo pump lower-cost funds into
sum averse mama as maw bum& agn-
nature and educaoon.

am naw. foc the are Me. tbe gamer
meat and GSE sharenoiders ha these big
toes:env Wbat becomes a me of these
:ampules d the prOter101 fr was meant to
sone goes away or d the government's ap-
:roam to a manges so fundamentally tha,
me enterprise is no lager seeded? Further.
s mere a wav to extrmate the government

tram the =many mat .s astb thr to me
goserr.ment and tam .0 me rompany s
waresokkrs?

:faders m Student Lam Marketang As-
',ration iSartie Mae, siccx are mart to 5nd
fut

Thev weadv have alten a harr-aniing
koang Since :993. men the Cludon ad-
-tastrauon int mutated it mended to
-.2vrt me government taxa OM :AC Stlarleil
.oan market the company's masn SUS).
,e'i, Sube Mae s sum nas plunged ay
-aim sad. atm a Digh at thaw $76 m
Seater:Icor :99? The sole chve has am
oxxnoiders $4.4 Wham

-71u3 enormaas evamranal of the stare-
-alders money exceeds ay nearly 50 per- I

rent id ot the earmagS that Sate Mae las
-maned over me course at as 21-year eras-
ex!' ;40:: Rocca E. Timmy, who heads

Rorer. t. ,orray & ,-4.. an sivestment
-nAnagernent firm in Bethesda that bolds
mut : 5 :nuke Salk Mae snares.

Safbe Mae s management. xrhaos =X-
ng mthe ot secessiry au embraced pnva-
_anon It 113 ootsed cegouations with the
7:chary ina Education lentrtments to
.urlerkler ts '011P:rotiSr00.14 ,Irtlrer SO ..11.1(
I 21, setit rte.+, ano protium ones al OUSI- '

Sale Mae chief tatcastme Lawrence '

Hans said there is a rave endemors
that the coomany could aucceadully ander.
tase. grven rts tomerose and ndattatistsps.
Nat onry cadd a service Mom to soodeou
and others, tacoa ld offer edam:ale ao-
=mak a way of caturactsog cut many M
thew Baanaal gad sudeu aid weranoos. be
sui

Other cress where lushly efficent dzta-
prcceraros coportsat.nril as beatth
31., offer occaroxsues. Hough mei

Hawrier, the =Alm bas Dot made AO

the stradtholders tam. A &seen group
led by fanner Sale Mae mecutrves has
launched a patsy 5ght to eitm to ale com-
pany s board an egat-meamer slate pledged
to adapt different tazocs. .

Although they sty they are lgulaopto-
may cattoratled to prnattoruai ... we be-
hove the compaly ts not ready yer for rt.
mad Paul Cam a hamlets paroser oi Al-
bert L Lord. a leader of the dissident
to:WII.

The Modena Dote that Sallie Mae stodc
has botaiced baec to $47.50 recently mom
235.37t7 an Apnl 10. It dosed Freay at
$.46.

The Madera coatplam that the manage-
merit geroach s hasty, afil fad to schteve
the test s-clue. and wan t cooscer snare-
hewer ruerests =ugh The tank =nes
to a head Thursday at tne annual manmad-
e tneetmg here.

Whatever the outcome, however, the
fweamental quesocau mrramcang the end-
game in a government-sponsored enter-
prise sr" rar Vern answerei Diferent pan-
ed WIrk3 are blown as Caput Hill born a
year ay. and Mat the government utb-
matey vall need or demand Man Salk Mae
reins= tIIICierlf.

A Haase csarmnittee Is at wait on a all
that would set the terns tto Salk Mse's
meant:aim and may vote to it as arty as
thas week

The Chnton admmatratson wants the
itorniknY to pay 3a 'cat fee' nem 'to rec.
ognae the benefits Salk Mse Ms reeved
because of as GSE sum'

The =cum or Icon al dos fee a rot yet
determtned. But Deouty Aitastant Treason'
Secretary Darcy Bradbury told a Nouse
neanog earlier this month the company
mkt be reamed to cane warrants the gov-
erment cowl Later convert 2110 mock d the
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FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

Connie's Prizefight
Congress set up Connie

Lee, the College
Construction Loan

Insurance Association,
to help finance campus

buildings. But now
Connie wants to insure

bonds for roads,
bridges and other

infrastructure projects.
Private bond insurers

are crying foul.

BY PAUL STAROBIN

Take a nngstde seat at a Washing-
:bn brawl In one corner: Obser R.
Soc.-well. president ol the Codege
Construction Loan Insurance

Association. a congressionally created.
for-profit firm whose cutesy nickname.
Conroe Lee. behes us lighting mon. In
the other corner Ann C. Stern. president
of the Firianmal Guaranty thsufariCe Co
t FOICI. a Wall Street bond insurer
owned by a corporate colossus. the Gen-
eral Elettnc Capital Corp.

The fracas is over Sock-well's bid to
expand Connie Lee s legislative coiner
to permit a to insure bonds to finance not
ants, the anstrucoon of educauonat tool-
flies, as now allowed, but also the build.
Ing of roads, bridges and many other pub-
lic works orof ects.

Sockwell says nis plan would com tax-
payers notning while nelpsng to rebuild
Amenca. Stern sam a could cost Lavas.
ers penis and would uniairls take busi-
ness away lorn FGIC and other puree,
prisate -nand 'usurers Fouls de
:ermined u prevail, both combatants are
takang rim: eases to the highest tevets of
grrsernment.

SOCMsell has lured a superbly welloon-
nected lobbyistBetsey Wright. wno
served for seven Years as Bill Clinton i
cniet or staff in the Arkarts.as statehouse
and recently loused :he Wexler Group a
Washington loobvIng firtnto lean on
ihe White House to adoot the Conme
lAe plan Wnght has made her presence
thlt"If we re ping to say no. we're going
to be saying no to Betsey Wnght." a Clio
ton Adrntrustration palic, maser sold
And Sock-well has friends in high places
He s an old Wads of Commerce Secre
tar, Ronald H. Brown, who has given
tum nos on peddling the Conrue Lee pro-
posal in Washington.

Stern counterpunched by haying
FOIC's public relations firm. Ness York
CeY-based OgIlyst. Adams 6: Rinehart.
acquaint lOUMatists with her arguments
and Sock*ell's ever, move Neut. nine
-nonths pregnant. she flew down from
Wall Street for the sole purpose or beet.
ing a reporter at the PR firm s Washrng-
thn office

Stern is no stranger to Washington
She has already met with a nevi. of
Adnurustration and Capitol Hill decision
makers. if Sen. Moynihan is reacty to
talk about :his. come out of maternity
leave.- she sawed. refemng to Finance
Committee cnairman Dante! Patrick
Momunan. Y . her home-state Sena-
tor and 3 iteS Mart in the intrastructure
financing debate

This is. In tam ;um the latest round of a
spat :hat began in 1986 . *nen Congress
passed legtstatton to create Connie Lee
There are two good reasons ixhu t now
siesetwel attention. apart rrom its spOrtIng
value IS a Classic example of pugilism.
Washington snle

The fast has to do enth mfrastructure
financIng In me era of buoget deficas.
:here is not a lot of thderal money to
spend in punk works protects If Sock-
well is :aiking senseand some :litres.
Mar:sire analysis ann IsOndmsaritet play-
ers las that me .sthen the whre House
shoutd be :along the Connie Lee plan
senouslY

slanpOtt Oliver all the way said
Daniel V Flanagan Jr. . a 100bytst wno
has represented electric utitittes and
other interests and wno Clamed the bon-
gressionalls created Commission to Pro-
mote investment in ArnerMa S Intrastruc.
nate and is a close mend at Moynthan s.
In its recent Seal report, the aammission
rated Connie Lee s assistance to issuers ot
nigher-education bonds as a monel ot
hern, the gmernment can spur Investment
tri infraSteirclUre

The other point of interest is whether
governmentestablisned firms itich as
Connie Lee are competing unfairly with
pnvate firms. Stern contends that Sock.
well's expansion drrye .s born of 3 Struc.
natal detect at Connie Lee s :nailer The
charter was :00 narrow he argument
goes, and so Corinth Lto must disersihe to
earn a decent return Ihr Is shatenolders.
But if Om is Permitter Stern Sa,s. Can.
nth Lee will push private bond .nsures
out of the Market and hold :fie implicit
guarantor. :he federal government cable
tor any losses.

If Connie Lee is allowed .0 expand.

6-12 R.NAL 5:693



-its :int 71, unc:-..' Stern decozed As
ride-re ine =mien us int massive
groups at the oiudent Ldan Marketing
ksSOCt3ttOn Sathe Mae.. :he goner,
inent,reated enteronse Enos comoces
vtn ',none'sl fe-,ICTS firms on tome
Investment orators Stern oantencs mat
Connie Lee has an ocvanfage Oter pn
tie :nsurefs oecause ot its overnrnent
parentage

cdnnie Las nas no 'riot zutnonrv to
, 0170. :nom me Treason and :sunset
analysts nOte Ina: C.Onnie Lee.insured
somas 'end ro trade al aver ofICes Tan
PO ionas muted dv motor anvile dinar'
ers Some analysts Suggest :hat Cima le
:Inners are simenv trying :0 cesci corn
Oct:Mrs Out it a ausinelS arena ol Ch

'nes rein Pill prOtilt. Still. Stem s oncn
ails on poitucails rerule sod in WasInngt
.00 amid vioespread concerns coat Wi-
nner: government-iconsared enterianses
':.SE.si siaen an Saul. Mae naye gotten
cut CI 'rano

SOCK..11 Te000141 ts aging scruantzed
-it in .nterageno ;rot= an trirrestructuze
' mane:wit Se lo iv :Ile AIule liOssne S
\ationai Economic Counc-I The moo.
eo cv :ouncti aide ktcnaet Detcn. -s

.a caster am: :nes:tons
...rher Cannie Ler. :Crises a Puniness
susaniage -Pin 0 pYernment Ies ana
!ene 5. %air neyfors ire aidng
etc!, the aemarC ar tnsurance an ruras.

.7C,Urt OOnde

SNARING OFF
Accods :Tato ic:die Connie Lee ci

oetpc a grant ocet The ai asnington
'rased rrir.Cans stricr.s a panilfis

cnIn acyout .5 1:71olosers and ess
Ian a . per colt ,03,1 if 'he iCild,risur-

Inc! ',arse..
aornoonson .3 CC:105RM

ias 1 per Orrit snare it :no Ponon
annual Target n Pond insurance .n

and us: -ac attic- aro urns.
AMBAC Incemnin Corp .nd klunicou
3ond tises; ors isiufance Car.:
sABIA.. command cs: :ref rent at :Ad

liarsiet s :nu 'no 01 into :nal nas .en
'ne merge against Connie Lee s procovar

eroana Es :floret
AT, lots pond Ors:fano! *000 Pun-

nese a :fs cants 'a ssue a :a.u.c.zernci
Porn 'D raine Ponds :0 Ound a sewer Sup-
pose le dciv :nein lave 'he its; it

Inno -rom ne A ta Stree -aim;
.omoa,ei. so,. is niandard Poor t
Imo S&P, Ii mai s the =se. :nvestors
ire ping o insist in an nircst.rate sun.
:nerve '0 romciensite 'Of 'he insoness al
ne 'ono

Inter me -ond inure. For a orefruum
n ano , 'he .orr ne 'Mum' etil paaran-
cc Out .nventeirS receive ine susi ya.ice it

-ne 'sand s OrOnliSed Onnotoal and sister'
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rot ..2v17IIL, Bond insurance. ais0 coiled
Credit ronancernent. Makes e-.onaillic
sense tor me ot's ti the premium amounts

tess nan the added interest-rate CNC
at .ssuing ce bond WithOui any 311u,
ince

Me Osuranric nosiness boomed II tne
as many muniapalities expenenced

dnancat OroOlems. But there was gr.-im-
olai; Tat private insurers weren I meet-
mg ad Inc need3 of issuers. Higher educa-
tion Institutions. for example. said that
onvate insurers were :unsung to Insure
oonas Mr protects such as dormitories

Mae and acquired ..:annie Lee as a new
:item

FGIC and other hand 'assurers op.
posed the 47eanon ai Connie . cc (torn
the Start, and iv oobvtng Sn't 'IlDelle
Senators put :ramps on its 0c:rations
The egistative :tea, :at n ISOa aired
Connie Lee Porn msunng Sugner-eCucat
non =mos rated in die too trtree Invest.
Tent categones. According to tne 54.?
ratmg system. for example. Connie Lee
was restricted :o bonds'latea BBB or
.cnver. I =aid not :Mute Xmas of asly Of
one 4421es:inert

Comm tee yrsiierd Oliver IL SocklinslI
frond re rumnII lowlesate sages op a mil* fooleries r Ws we firm?

and teaching novottaist Then took their
rornotaints .0 tigress. and n .006
Zannie Lde was corn.

Sallie Mae and die Education Dedill-
mem pros/Wen seed i2Oital dt ST: notion
or tne new enterprise: tri 19'41. Connie
Lee -used art acdttional SfsS million corn
:rotate tnvestors. moot:ling several sni.
termites Sallie Mae now owns :et aer

Cannte s %Soca. and ..he
separtment owns la per dist, Me ether

net Cent s led by toe irlyaie
nvesiors. Sallie Mae s000tnts mree

=aro direcors. the Treason. and Educa.
o cn Liedardnent3 tabb aopood nYo.

Connie ...et s iongtime nampion s
Rep Ford. DMtcn.. now
mairman fit ne Education and Lanor
COmmillee 'The Pee 'or Connie Lee
was Sill ForcIS: Soclovell said 'Sill Ford
s cisc mover and snaxer n ts rocess.'
Also deicing m create Connie ce and
soost it growth was the powerhouse

asnington .aw Item nf di hum, x
.ensen. leacle0 on Pigiftin -000inst
Wdlionis The firm. iitiicrm entoved owe
ues to Ford. 'sad long represented Sallie

Lo.. 'ear, the oomootanrt soutred off
05ct .iagn FOWL Soca,ed otto Willams

tensen iootrtista Nated a Connie Lee
TrOsIsion all0 a oroort piece at :Signer.
eduC3tion :egisiation The provision
.vould have et Connie Lee wille nsa.r.
Ince on ligner'grade donds, above the
3138 teve:. neannes were heck d

1000ter: is yoict vete as oar Ot
oommittee amendment Ford orfered in
me House ficat

FGIC and me other firms alst
zose-ed the provision ant: 'no House
vote. :hey went on Me warpatn. A oasis'
Not ensued. 4101 inuinuations about
..;anale late s osr. ucs otn Lie Williams
St Jensen Sm, *nose ranks d-oude Mary
Ahalen. Fora s ciace,t
was 101 woretne an .ne Connie i-on
acccunk according to Socamed led Capt.
net Hill S011efes.1

SOca,etladuntered dv !ening
Kati ihe George 'Aesningion I.Mrtersirt
-.manner, to auto Connie Lee dise 'a
Orrin G Haicn at I.tan. ne ranxIng
RepU011(35 on ice Senate Laois; and
Human Resources Committee But me

.ATIONAL :ot.R...ci_,:5.9) 1643
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-are ..eseiocment it accntel Enteronses
fric arm 0e:4 of Me Uroan Mass Trans-
aortation l-nin.stration unaer Press-
:ell Rear Becneei a Oil nunder..s
us: 'ne sor: at iorr.catny :hat mignt 0e
ft .t speneui:Ye p;ems mat

manta Penefit Tom pond insurance. Been-
'et .1 no. spearheading :he Arrnation of
a ooning group. rite Intrastrumure
ailiance. to promote action on me issue.
?r000nents none to get a noose :torn
anotne: :ommission memoer Ono was
,ust C ected :o ine SenateReouchcan
D.ay 3alien 'Huicnason..ho was TexaS s

State tie1SUCer.
SOCIC.en tode he recort and

art wnn pitcn 'Why Cre-
ate a new Pond insurer mod-
eled on Cannie Lee wnen Can-
me Lee meanie existed' in a
paper :nit ne nas circulated
around Wasturigton. iocxwe I
maintained :hat Can= Len.
starting .mmediateiv. :ouid
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The internal Revenue Service, moreover.
hat "sled that bonds insured by Connie
Lee are not guaranteed by the federal
government.
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waned for help from the government. It's
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Connie Lee owed as existence to Con-
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Senator JEFFORDS. Ms. Corcoran, please proceed.
Ms. CORCORAN. Senator Jeffords, ladies and gentlemen, my name

is Janet Corcoran, and I am director of public policy and legislative
affairs of Financial Guaranty Insurance Company, ona of the Na-
tion's leading insurers of bonds issued by State and local govern-
ments and agencies to finance investments in public facilities. I
will be speaking today on behalf of the Subcommittee on Govern-
ment-Sponsored Enterprises of the Federal Legislative Affairs
Committee of the Association of Financial Guaranty Insurors, or
AFGI.

I should point out that Connie Lee is a member of the associa-
tion, but is not a member of the particular subcommittee on whose
behalf I am speaking.

The association's nine members are U.S.-based companies that
insure or reinsure municipal bonds, as well as asset-backed and
mortgage-backed securities. All of AGFI's members are State-char-
tered and regulated, and all have claims-paying ability that is
rated AAA by one or more of the major rating agencies.

On behalf of AFGI's members, I would like to thank you for invit-
ing us here today to discuss the proposed privatization of Sallie
Mae and Connie Lee. My remarks will focus primarily on Connie
Lee, but some of the issues I will be raising are relevant to Sallie
Mae as well, and indeed to the privatization of any Government-
sponsored enterprise.

Let me begin by stating clearly that the Association of Financial
Guaranty Insurors strongly supports the concept of fully-
privatizing the College Construction Loan Insurance Association, or
Connie Lee. We believe that the privatization proposal now before
Congress implicitly recognizes the validity of a position to which
AFGI has long adheredthat the private market for bond insur-
ance now works efficiently and effectively, to the benefit of both is-
suers and investors, and that there is no need for Federal Govern-
ment involvement, either direct or indirect, in the provision of this
service. In the 20-year history of our industry, no investor has ever
failed to receive timely payment on a bond insured by an AFGI
member.

Indeed., Oliver Sockwell, a fellow AFGI member and president
and chief executive officer of Connie Lee, recently testified that as
a fully-privatized company, Connie Lee will be able to respond
much more quickly and effectively to the rapidly evolving need of
municipal issuers. And I would like to add that as a private com-
pany, Connie Lee will be able to service customers more effectively,
even as the implicit taxpayer liability created by its relationship
with the Federal Government is eliminated.

Since a fully-privatized Connie Lee will be free to compete with
other AFGI members over a much wider range of markets than it
does now, some might wonder why we are so firmly in favor of pri-
vatization. The answer is that we have never been afraid to com-
pete. Vigorous competition is one of the great strengths of our in-
dustry, so we have no hesitation about inviting Connie Lee to com-
pete with us over a wider range of business.

At the same time, the highly competitive nature of our industry,
as well as current market conditions, must be taken into account
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in structuring Connie Lee's transition to a fully-privatized com-
pany. The bill's provisions relating to the sale of the Department
of Education's shares of Connie Lee's stock must be flexible enough
to permit the Federal Government to maximize its return, while at
the same time specific enough to assure that the privatization can
be accomplished.

While our subcommittee strongly supports privatization of
Connie Lee, we do have some concerns about the timing and transi-
tion requirements as set forth in Senate 941. We are particularly
concerned that while the bill would give the administration 1 year
from the date of enactment to complete the sale of the Department
of Education's shares, it would eliminate immediately the restric-
tions Congress had previously imposed on Connie Lee's business
operations. Our subcommittee urges that the language contained in
the Senate bill be revised to provide that these restrictions be re-
moved only upon completion of the sale of the Department's shares.

From our viewpoint, there are both reasons of principle and prag-
matic ones for requiring that these two changes occur simulta-
neously. First, as presently structured, there is a real risk that the
full privatization of Connie Lee might not be accomplished. In lift-
ing the restrictions previously imposed on the lines of business in
which Connie Lee can engage, Congress will be allowing it to com-
pete fully in a market whose historically high barriers to entry
have only grown higher; record low premiums and struggles to
maintain profitability have become dominant features of our busi-
ness.

It is in the face of these market realities that the Treasury De-
partment would have up to 1 year in which to dispose of the De-
partment of Education's shares. But what absolute assurances can
be given that the sale can be accomplished in this time period? By
having allowed the charter restrictions to be lifted prior to having
structured the terms of the sale, the Treasury Department will
have given away, up front, a major bargaining point with the likely
ultimate purchaser of the shares, Connie Lee itself.

Second, it simply does not make sense to begin the process of
Federal disengagement by expanding the range of transactions in
which Connie Lee is authorized to engage and for which the Fed-
eral Government is implicitly liable. By letting the sale of DOE's
shares lag the removal of Connie Lee's charter restrictions by as
much as 1 year, Congress would in effect be opening a one-year
window in which the taxpayers' implicit liabilities could be in-
creasedan outcome that seems precisely the opposite of what
Congress and the administration are seeking to achieve. Ironically,
any new business written as a consequence will increase the Fed-
eral Government's involvement with Connie Lee because the mar-
ket will continue to see the Federal Government's implied backing
of Connie Lee issues.

Finally, since this legislation will be seen as a precedent for how
to privatize other GSEs, we believe that it is essential that the
guiding principles be unequivocally clear and consistent; charter re-
strictions should not be lifted until ties to the Federal Government
have been completely severed.

The proposed transition might be of less consequence if there
were compelling practical reasons for lifting Connie Lee's charter
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restrictions immediately, or for letting as much as a year lapse be-
fore the Government's shares are sold. But there are not. Even
under the most optimistic scenario, Connie Lee will need several
months to gear up for entry into new market segments, and it
should be possible to complete the sale of the Department's shares
in less than a year. We strongly urge, therefore, that the bill be re-
vised so that the restrictions on Connie Lee's activities remain in
place until its ties to the Federal Government are completely sev-
ered.

Our subcommittee believes that S. 941 can be improved in other
ways as well. AFGI recommends that the language of S. 941 be re-
vised to preclude the sale or issuance to any other Government
agency or Government-sponsored enterprise of any Connie Lee
shares, including those now held by the Department of Education
and Sallie Mae. This will ensure that the sale results in full privat-
ization and not simply replacement of DOE or Sallie Mae by an-
other Government-related entity.

In addition, we recommend that during some appropriate period
following the sale of the Government's shares, Connie Lee be re-
quired to prominently display in any marketing materials distrib-
uted to potential customers or investors a statement that the com-
pany is not in any way connected to the Federal Government, and
that the Federal Government does not stand behind the company's
obligations. At a minimum, we believe that the language requiring
clear disclosure of the fact that Sallie Mae is no longer supported
by the Federal Government, which was inserted in H.R. 1617 at
the recommendation of Representative Reed, should be applied to
Connie Lee as well.

Let me conclude by briefly summarizing our subcommittee's posi-
tion on the proposed privatization legislation.

We strongly support full privatization of Connie Lee.
We believe, however, that letting sale of the Government's shares

lag the removal of Connie Lee's charter restrictions by as much as
1 year could jeopardize the efficient, timely transition of Connie
Lee to a fully-privatized status, reduces the Treasury Department's
bargaining position, and runs the risk of increasing the Federal
Government's implicit liabilities precisely when Congress and the
administration are seeking their reduction.

We therefore recommend that Senate 941 be revised to provide
that Connie Lee's charter restrictions will be removed only when
the sale of DOE's shares is completed.

We further recommend that the Senate's bill preclude the sale or
issuance of Connie Lee shares to any Government agency or GSE,
and that it require full and effective disclosure of the fact that
Connie Lee is not in any way connected to the Federal Govern-
ment.

On behalf of AFGI's Subcommittee on Government-Sponsored
Enterprises, I would like once again to thank you for giving me the
opportunity to speak today.

Senator JEFFORDS. Thank you, Ms. Corcoran.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Ann Stern follows:1

6 ±
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STATEMENT OF ANN C. STERN
CHAIRMAN, MEM-DLIT AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

FINANCIAL GUARANTY INSURANCE COMPANY

CHAD2, SUBCOMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT-SPONSORED ENTERPRISES
OF THE FEDERAL LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS COMMITTEE

ASSOCIATION OF FINANCIAL GUARANTY LNSURORS

BEFORE THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, ARTS AND HUMANITIES

Senator Jer Tads, members of the Subcommittee, :ladies and gentlemen: I am Ann

C. Stem, Chairman, President and Chid 7''..xeostive Officer of Financial Guaranty
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discuss the proposed 2rivanzation of Sallie Mae and Connie Let. My remarks will focus
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Ls well, and indeed :o the privatization of any government-sponsored viterprise.

AFGI Supports Privatization if Connie Lee

Let me begin oy stanng clearly that :he Association of --rirtarx-iii Guaranty urors

strongty 2.ipport3 the concept of fully privauzing the College Construction Loan :nsiranoe

Amccastion, or Connie Lee. We .niieve :hat :he orivatzation proposal now before
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Inat :he private market :br bond ,nsuran= now works nfficiently and effectively, to the

>emit of both .ssalers and Invesors, and that there is no need for federal government

..rtvolvement, either irect or indirect, n the provision of this service.
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Sbace the early 19tYs. private finanzial guaranty convacies have insured a aeadily

growing share of outstanding municipal debt. But even as the size of the inswed bood

market has increased and a.s the :nallenges icing municipal Issuers have become 5ar

more complex the reel cost of bond insurance, expressed as a percentage of the value of

the Ooncis msured, has &dined arimaticaity.

.A.t the same eme, the protecnon offered to investors has proven to oe ironclad. In

:the :wary-year history of cur industry, no investor ass eve- failed to !wave timely

?sytnent on a bond insured by an

aideed, my corleague (ant Fellow AFC-I member) Oliver Sockwell, ?resident and

Chief aecutive Cfficer of Connie Lee, recently testified that as a fully-privanzed company

Concie Lee will be able tc respond much more quickly and effechveiy :o the rapidly-

evobeng needs of municipa, iisue-s. And, I would add, as a private =Many Connie Lee

wtll be able to serve its aistorners more effectively, even s.s the =prier: taxpayer liability

created by its relationship with the federal governmem 3 eliminated.

Since a fully-pnvatizad Connie Lee will be free to zempete with other AFC4

=ewers over a much w.der range of markets than 't does now, 3CCZe night wonder why

we are so firmly m 'efor of pnvatization. The answer is that we have neve' been afraid to

compe. vigorous competition s oce of toe great strengths of our industry. :t has forced

ail of us to stay lean, :o be respoosive to or:Lir customers' needs.. arA cc ind new ways to

serve them better So we have no hesitation aocut inviting Connie Lee to ocLnpete with us

over a wider range of businesa

Au the same time, the highly eompetrive nature of cur :noway as well as =rent

market conditions must be taken into account in structuring Connie 1..,ee' 9 sinsrtion to a

iiiiy-pnvatized compaay. The bill's provisloes relanng to the sale of the Department at*

Education's shares of Connie Lee's stock must be iledele enough to permit the federal

gteoarnment to maximize its rerun_ while at lie same nme specific enough 'o assure that

the onvanzttion can e accomplished.
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Cookie Lees Charter Restrictions Should Re Lifted Only When the Sale of the

Government's Stock is Completed

While otr- Subcommittee strongly supports privatization of Connie 1.=, we have

some concerns about the nrning and tranon requirements as set forth th Senate MI. We

are particularly coaoemed :hat while the bill would give the .A=nuustration one year 5'om

the date of enactment to complete the sale of the Department of Eduzation's shares, it

wouid efiminate immediately :Ix restrictions Congress had previausiy imposed on Connie

Lee3 business cpcznons. Our Subcommittee urges that the language contained in :he

Senate hill be revised to provide that these reinzictions be removed ooly upon completion

of the sale of ttx Department's aims_

From our viewpoint, there am both reason.s of principle and prBgmmie reasons for

requiring that these two changes occur simuttaneousiy. First, as presently structured, there

s a reai risk that the .?,12 privat'astion of ContUe Lx might not be oncomplished. sin lifting

the resthonons previously .mposed on the ines of business in which Connie Lee =a

engage, Congrs ;411 be allowing It to compete fully in a market wnose historically Sega

barna :o entry olive miy gown higher-, record .cw prenuums and struggles to

-namtaining profitability have become dominant femme of our business.
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to :o one year in which -.0 zispose of :he Department TfEaucation's sAares. But what

scsorute sssurances on be given that the saie car. be accomplished in that time period?

3y oaving already allowed :he curter resnictions :o be '.ifted prior :o baying structured

the terms of :he saie, the Trvsiiry Depart-Dent wia have ziven away, tip roat, a =pc

oargaining point with the likely Ultimatp purchaser of the shares: Connie 1..te itself

Second, it simoiy lot -cat sense :o Sevrt :he process if fadera/

,i_iseigegement '7y aparzing the range of h-ansactions in which Come Lee s authorized
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DOEs shares lag doe removal of Connie Les charter resoictions by as much u a year,

Congress would in effect be opening a one-year window in which :he taxpayers' iidt

abilities could be increased - an outcome that seems precisely the opposite of what

Congreu and the Administration are seeking to achieve. Ironically, any new business

written as a consequence will incrvue the federal government's involvement with Connie

Decaise the market ll continue to see the :ederal government's i lied backLig of

C.mme L.ee tssues.

Rita lly, sus,..x this egisiation will be seen as a precedent :or how to privatize other

GS-Es, we 'eiicve it is usentiai that the guiding prinpies be =equivocally dear ann

:costae= charter restiicnons should not be lifted until 'des :o -.he federal goverameca

iave oeen complete'ry severed.

The proposed Timai-tion might Se of less mosequence if there were ammelling

practical reasons for lifting Connie charter respictions boimediateiy, or for letting as

much as a year .apse before the governments shares are sold. Eut there are not. Even

..mcer the most opcmistic Krnario, Cormie Lee win need several moots to gear up for

itr ..r.to 3CW maricu segments; snd mould be possible :o complete the sale of the

Departments sharu n leas than a year. We st-ongiy :tile, therefore, that toe bal be revised

so that the resmeticns cn Connie L4e'S acts/ries nernain :n ?lace trno1 its :es to the federal

government ire compietey sevmed.

APGI Subcommittee Recommends Additional Changes in Senate 941

Our Subcom- ittee ')efieves ;--an )e =roved other ways as

We recommend that the language of Senate 941 be :evised o precbsde the sale or

issuance to lay other goverment agetxy or ovmmment-soonsored enterprise -if any

L.4e shares, Inch ding those now held by the Department oi Education and Sallie

6 c.)
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Mae. This will ensure that the sale :mit, in full privatization, and not simp;y replacement

of DOE or Sallie Mae by another government-related entity

-.13 addition, wt recommend that during some appropnate period fo1lowmg the sale

of the government's snares, Connie Lee be required to prominently display in any

markenng materials disc-lutes to potential customers or investors a scuernent that the

=moan!, s not in any way connected to the federal governmeit, and that the federal

government does not stand behinci the companys obligations. A: a minimum we believe

that -.-te langage requiring clear disclosure of the acz that Sallie Mae is no longer

suPported by the federal government which was insetted si HR. :617 az the

recommendation of Representative Reed should be appiied to Connie Lee as weil.

Conclusion

Let me conciude y bnefly ninunanzing our Suboommitts position on the

-,roriosed legislanon

We strongly support full pnvarizstion of C..,,nnie Lee.

We believe, however, that ;ening sale .7f the government s triare :ag :he

removal of Connie Lees charter restnction.s by as much ss a :max could

eopardize the ent, dmely =amnion of Connie ee o a fully-privatized

status, reduces the Treasury Den ent's bargaining poartion and "UM the nsk

cif tramasing the federal government's implicit is:Aides precsely when

Congress and the Administration are seeking to reduce :hose liabilities.
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We further believe thu 9.16 an increase in potential liabilities is not needed to

effeCt the transition to a fully-privatized Connie Lee, and would set the wrong

precedent for how to go about privatizing other GSEs.

We therefore recommend tat Senate 941 be revised :o provide that Connie

Leei charter UtriC6OnS will e removed oniy when the sale cf DOE shares is

completed.

We iinher recommend that the Senate bill preclude the salt or issuance of

Connie L,x shares lo any government agency or Ga; and that it require int

and etT=tive disclosure of the fact that Connie Lee is not in airy way oonnectx1

:o the federal government.

On Sehalf of 17GI's Sub<dmrnictee on Government-Sponsored Enterprises,

wuld like once again to thank !iou for giving me the opportunity to speak with you today.
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Senator JEFFORDS. Dr. Mulford.
Mr. MULFORD. Good morning, Mr. Chairman. My name is David

C. Mulford, and I am vice chairman of CS First Boston, as well as
a member of the company's executive board. Credit Suisse First
Boston is specifically recognized as the leading advisor to govern-
ments around the world for privatization transactions and also on
securitization of assets.

I personally have been in the investment banking business for 30
years. Prior to joining CS First Boston in 1992, I served for 9 years
in the Treasury Department, most recently as undersecretary for
international affairs. It is a pleasure, Mr. Chairman, to appear
once again today before the Senate.

i have been asked by the subcommittee to speak about the pri-
vatization of the Student Loan Marketing Association, Sallie Mae,
and my remarks will be confined te that topic; and I will make a
brief summary of the testimony already submitted, which is more
lengthy.

There are two critical questions before the subcommittee today:
Is Sallie Mae's contribution to the legitimate and important public
policy objectives in education finance contingent on its status as a
GSE? Our belief is no. Are there market-based solutions to effect
the transition to a privatized status and prudently manage the
business as an ongoing concern? Our judgment today is yes.

To support these views, let us examine briefly the distinctive fea-

tures of GSE status as it pertains to Sallie Mae and assess the im-
pact of the potential surrender on such status.

The primary feature of Sallie Mae's agency status is the pricing
of and demand for its debt securities which fund its assets. Unlike
the mortgage agencies, Sallie Mae's agency status has no identifi-
able impact on its assets. There is little doubt that Sallie Mae
could raise the debt securities it needs te run its business without
agency status.

In the mid-1980's, CS First Boston introduced a new form of fi-

nancing for issuers with consumer loans on their balance sheet. Re-
ceivables held by lending institutions for credit cards, auto loans,
home equity loans, boat loans and others, including Federally-guar-
anteed stuolent loans, can now be financed in a form of financing
called securitization.

What does this mean for Sallie Mae? Today, Sallie Mae and
other student loan-holders can finance their assets and asset pur-
chases by means of a very significant market which did not exist
several years ago. Put another way, given the existence of these
markets, were Congress today creating founding legislation for a
GSE to support education, it is possible that you would conclude
that you do not need to create one.

Since its creation in 1972, Sallie Mae has evolved numerous
times in response to market changes. Rechartering or privatization
would represent another logical step in that evolution. In this re-
gard, it is worth noting that Sallie Mae has been generally conduct-
ing itself as a "privatized" company for many years. This allows
one to feel confident that the prospects of prudently managing the
company post rechartering are quite high based on the track record
of the company and its management.
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significant experience in capital raising and investment banking assignments for the
various Government-Sponsmed vnterprises ("GSEs ") and Federal Agencies. I have
been in the investment banking business for 30 years. However, prior to joining CS
First Boston, I served for nine years (19844992) in the Treasury Department, most
recently as Under Secretary for International Affairs. It is a pleasure to appear
again before the Senate.

I have been asked by the subcommittee to speak about the privatization of the
Student Loan Marketing Association ("Sallie Mae "), and my remarks today will be
confined to that topic.

We support the rechartering of Sallie Mae for the following reasons:
Agency status is no longer required for Sallie Mae to access funds or liquidity.
It is natural, and good public policy, to allow GSEs to evolve in form and status

as they mature financially, and as other market mechanisms develop.
By virtually all measures, Sallie Mae has operated se a "privatized" company

for years.
The rationale for the creation of a GSE is to create a vehicle to access capital to

support the primary or secondary markets for important public policy objectives
such as education, housing, or agricultural fmance. P'inancial markets have changed
dramatically since the founding of Sallie Mae in 1972 and particularly since its ini-
tial stock offering to the public in 1983. The fundamentally distinctive nature of a
shareholder-owned GSE is much better understood, and appreciated, by the markets
today than in the 1970s or 1980s. Equity and debt investors, whose capital invest-
ments are the key to the success of these enterprises, are better able to reconcile
the sometimes conflicting purposes of GSEs, namely the pursuit of public policy
goals and the maximization of shareholder value. One of the principal reasons that
the various shareholderowned GSEs have been able to raise attractively priced cap-
ital to support the missions of housing and education is that investors are confident
that their interests will be fairly considered in any legislative debate with regard
to theee enterprises.

The critical questions today are: Is Sallie Mae's contribution to the legitimate and
important public policy objectives in education fmance contingent on ita status as
a GSE? Our belief is no. Are there market-based solutions to effect the transition
to a privatized status and prudently manage the business as an ongoing concern?
The answer today is yes. To support these views, let us examine the &stinctive fea-
tures of GSE status as it pertains to Sallie Mae and measure the impact of the po-
tential surrender of such status.

The primary feature of Sallie Mae's agency status is the pricing of and demand
for its debt securities which fund its assets. Unlike the mortgage agencies, Sallie
Mae's agency status has no identifiable impact on its assets. Sallie Mae's recent bal-
ance sheet reported approximately $50 billion of debt securities against $62 billion
of assets. In 1994, issuers borrowed almost $760 billion of debt securities of term
beyond one year in the global public markets. Only approximately $160 billion of
this worldwi.de total, or 20 percent, were for the LJS. agencies. Last year alone,
therefore, approximately $600 billion of term debt capital was raised by non-agen-
cies (i.e., private companies). Given these figures, there is little doubt that Sallie
Mae could raise the debt securities it needs to run its business without agency sta-
tus.

In the mid-1980s, CS First Boston introduced a new form of financing for issuers
with consumer loans on their balance sheet. Reeeivables held by lending institutions
for credit cards, auto loans, home equity loans, boat loans and others, including fed-
erally guaranteed student loans, can now be financed in a form of financing called
securitization. CS First Boston is recognized as the pioneer and continued leader in
the securitization market. Since the mid-1980s we have acted as lead manager for
over $100 billion in securitizations in an overall securitization market of approxi-
mately $350 billion. In recent years, we have applied that market technology to stu-
dent loan transactions, including a $1 billion single issue. What does this mean?
Sallie Mae (and other student loan holders) can finance their assets and asset pur-
chases by means of a very significant market which did not exist several years ago.
Put another way, given the existence of these markets, were Congress today creat-
ing founding legislation for a GSE to support education, it is possible that you would
conclude that you did not need to create one.

Since its creation in 1972, Sallie Mae has evolved numerous times in response to
market changes. Rechartering represents yet another logical step in that evolution.
In its early years, Salle Mae relied strictly upon the Federal Financing Bank ("FFB
") for its funds. In the early 1980s, in response to market opportunities as well as
its growing maturity, Sallie Mae "graduated" from the FF13 and began borrowing
debt directly in the capital markets. Since that time it has borrowed many billions
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and has become one of the most sophisticated and responsible borrowers in the
world.

In 1983, in response to market developments and reflecting its own maturity, Sal-
lie Mae liberalized its share holdings and accessed the broader markets for equity
capital. In the 1980s, it acceased for the first time the preferred stock, convertible
debt, and equity warrants markets, all of which furthered its mission of supporting
education finance. Rechartering, or privatization, would represent another logical
step in this evolution. The vanous markets which would provide necessary capital
to fund or provide liquidity for the ongoing operations of Sallie Mae are certainly
able to do so today.

It is also worth noting that Sallie Mae has been generally conducting itself as a
"privatized" company for many years. This allows one to feel confident that the pros-
pects of prudently managing the company post-rechartering are quite high, based
on the track record of the Company and its management.

The Congress has been very successful in creating GSEs to achieve market-based
solutions to public policy objectives. The financial conununity is carefully watching
developments at Sallie Mae, and does not believe that the status quo is an accept-
able alternative. Confidence in the marketplace is critical to ensure the orderly and
consistent flow of funds to issuers. Lack of confidence, as seen most recently in the
emerging markets crisis of 1995, can lead to a withdrawal of investor support. If
the legitimate interests of investors in Sallie Mae are not reflected in the legislative
process, the market will rightfully lessen its confidence in the Federal Government's
support for the GSE concept. Such lack of confidence will adversely affect the cre-
ation of new GSEs. Investors are watching this process carefully. For example, any
proposal to sunset the GSE without shareholder approval would undermine the pri-
vatization process and chili the government's future ability to access private capital
for public purposes.

In closing, I would like to emphasize a few important caveats which should be
kept in mind as you consider legislation to privatize Sallie Mae:

Clear and consistent statements of policy are necessary to ensure that investors
who purchased debt securities which carried agency status are protected in the pri-
vatization process; in other words, outstanding GSE debt must be "grandfathered"
as Sallie Mae transitions to a fully private company. This is based on the rrinciples
of equity and fairness, as well as the practical need for Congress to -naintain the
confidence of investors in all of its GSEs. The total securities outst"-,-..ling of the var-
ious agencies (FNMA, FHLMC, FFCB, SLMA, TVA, and FTILis) total over $1 tril-
lion, of which there is approximately $48 billion of Sallie Mae debt. We believe any-
thing short of a full and complete "grandfathering" of the debt instruments of Sallie
Mae, were Congress to privatize it, would be very damaging.

Equity holders have suffered a staggering financial burden since early 1993.
From January 1993 to today, the Dow Jones Industrial Average ("DJIA") has gone
from 3,250 to 4,500, a gain of 38 percent. The equity market value of Sallie Mae
was approximately $6.5 billion then, and is now $3.4 billion. Had that original value
performed as the MA did, it would be worth nearly $9.3 billion. Sallie Mae share-
holders could be viewed as having suffered an opportunity loss of over $6 billion
since 1993. Any further "costs" in the way of exit or offset fees to be borne by share-
holders would be unfair.

Markets do not like uncertainty and eagerly await definitive resolution of the
rechartering of Sallie Mae.

I would like to thank the subcommittee for this opportunity to share my views
on this important issue, and would welcome any questions which you might have.

Senator JEFFORDS. Thank you very much, Dr. Mulford. All of the
testimony has been very helpful.

Barbara, do you think some kind of Sallie Mae exit fee is justi-
fied based on your analysis of the artificially high returns from Sal-
lie Mae's GSE status, especially in response to Dr. Mulford's com-
ments?

Ms. MILES. I am inclined to say no, had we thought about it in
advance. This is a problem with a lot of GSE policies; it tends to
be made on an ad hoc basis, and this is the first time we have been
in this place.

When you see artificially high returns to equity, that is the time
to start thinking about a user fee, not only to take away the re-
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turns, but also to lift that market so that private competition can
respond to those high returns.

In the absence of that, what you end up with is the potential for
a kind of monopoly operating in the field, and I would like to indi-
cate that a monopoly is itself a form of market failure. To an econo-
mist, that simply means that the marginal conditions are not
metand I could throw out a few other mind-boggling phrases like
"predo-optimality," but I will not.

The difficulty is that if you have a GSE that settles in as a mo-
nopoly, it can be very difficult to blast them back out, and ulti-
mately, we should hope.for a GSE as a transitional kind of organi-
zation. We do not really have a made market until we have a com-
petitive market. That is why I made that distinction in my testi-
mony. Once the market problem is overcome by the GSE, you have
to recognize that not only has the market been made, but you are
very likely now also providing a subsidy to that market. At least
some of that subsidy will show up as higti profits. That is the point
at which something needs to be done about making the market
competitive. But after the fact, especially after those profits have
been paid out in terms of dividends, after they have been cashed
in in stock sales, that money is simply not there to get; it is gone.

At that point, what you have to talk about is the continuing leg-
acy of the Government introduction that was made from setting up
the GSE, and I do believe that the smoothest way to bring that
kind of thing about is to use some form of stock warrants, which
as I said, we have used before. If you try to take a chunk of capital
out of the company as a condition of exit, you may be setting up
a barrier or hurdle that simply cannot be gotten over, and that
would be the concern I would have; it would run counter to what
it is you are actually trying to do.

But trying to get in on future profitability, I have no qualms
about. We do need to recognize that we are taking a risk any time
we do that. That is just the economic theory of it.

Senator JEFFORDS. Explain for me, and perhaps for some of my
colleagues who are not here, how a stock warrant works, and how
it may be advantageous or disadvantageous.

Ms. MILES. A stock warrant or a stock option is simply a piece
of paper that gives the Government, in this ase, the right to exer-
cise it to purchase shares of stock in the corporation at some future
date, usually within a fairlywell, I was gc tng to say a narrow
band, but I believe in the case of Chrysler, t'he band was 10 years.
Whatever the stock is trading for today, normally, the price at
which the option would be exercised would be something just above
that. A rule-of-thumb that I have heardand I should leave this
to the market-makers to talk aboutis something between 5 and
10 percent above that.

At some point, if the company is in fact wildly successful, it
should show up in a dramatic increase in their share value; at that
point, the Government still has the right to go back and exercise
these stock warrants and buy stock in the company at the price
that was listed in the warrant. You can then immediately turn
around and sell the shares of stock and have an instant profit.

The alternative, of course, is simply to sell the warrants them-
selves. In the case of Chrysler, Chrysler Corporation, in order to
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avoid a major dilution of their share value, did in fact buy them
back themselves, and thy Government did very well. I would as-
sume that that sort of thing is how it would work out here.

Senator JEFFORDS. In the Chrysler case, they bought them back
at a profit above the market rate?

Ms. MILEs. Yes. In the Chrysler case, the warrants had tremen-
dous valueI do not remember exactly what it wasbut the share
price at which they could have Purchased was well below what the
share price was in the market. They simply said, Here are some
stock warrants for sale for anybody who wants the right to by
Chrysler shares, at I think $7 per share at the time. And in fact
Chrysler got out there and bought them quick, so they did not actu-
ally have to issue the shares.

Senator JEFFORDS. Any comment?
Mr. MULFORD. No.
Senator JEFFORDS. I am concerned about the privatization of

Connie Lee. Janet, I would like to ask you this. If an association
such as Connie Lee is no longer needed, doesn't that mean that
there is full coverage of the high-risk requests out there in the
postsecondary construction loan market?

Ms. CORCORAN. I think our industry certainly feels there is room
for additional competition, and that certainly improves the level of
service that is available to State and local governments in terms
of the diversity of the portfolios which the insurers can have, that
overall, Connie Lee's presence in the market I think would be a
positive occurrence.

Senator JEFFORDS. Well, do you object to Connie Lee expanding
into other markets if there was some protection regarding willing-
ness to accept high-risk loans?

Ms. CORCORAN. No, we do not object. We would, though, point
out to the subcommittee that, like its other competitors, the nature
of those high-risk sectors that Connie Lee will be able to enter
I think there was an earlier reference to the high-risk transpor-
tation-type issuesis all going to be subject to what the rating
agency's requirements are, so that market discipline will be
present.

Senator JEFFORDS. Does anyone else have any comments they
would like to make before I close?

Mr. Mulford.
Mr. MULFORD. I would like to summarize one or two points, Mr.

Chairman, after having listened to the discussion this morning,
throughout the proceedings.

On the question of the exit fee, I think it is important to bear
in mind that the offset fee which is present and which has already
been negotiated, as I understand it, in order to solve the budget
scoring problem, is something that I think is quite unusual, and I
think the Members of Congress and the administration should re-
gard that as unusual and take that as a very positive result for
themselves and not go beyond that and seek still more in the way
of fees, an exit fee, for example, because I do not think it is justl-
fled. The warrants are not a bad idea; if you feel you have to make
that kind of a deal, the warrants offer a solution. So if that is the
way that comes out, I am sure the markets would accept that.
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But I think that to move heavily with some bigger ideas on exit
fees would be damaging to market confidence.

Second, I think the discussion that we heard this morning where
the administration is proposing that in the event that the package
that is finally legislated is voted on by the shareholders, and the
shareholders decide, for example, not to accept that package, the
idea that there should be a liquidation provision there, presented
this morning by the administration, struck me as really rather cav-
alier, in market terms, because what they seem to be saying is that
no matter what is in that package, they think there should be a
liquidation provisions. That is like holding a gun to the heads of
the shareholders. The shareholders, after all, own the company,
and that is a rather important principle in the United States.

So that although one can see that there might be a desire to
wind up the company if the shareholders say no, the more tradi-
tional approach would be for the shareholders if they say no to sit
down and figure out what they do want to do. And among those
options might be liquidation, because they might not have a fran-
chise anymore that was worth developing a company around. But
I do think it is very important that that rest with the shareholders
in our system of economy and markets. So I just wanted to make
those points.

Senator JEFFORDS. I appreciate it. I think that is an important
discussion, and I am a little confused about it. We, of course, got
ourselves into an unusual situation through the budget process by
trying to figure out how we could milk a little more money out of
Sallie Mae in order to help the budget process, which created an
anomaly in the normal process with the GSEs. And now, how do
we get out of it without creating reverse problems in the budget?

Mr. MULFORD. Well, I sympathize. I have had a lot of experience
with those budget-scoring problems, and they make you do some
funny things sometimes. But as I understand it, that is resolved in
principle, at least, and the solution has been found with two dif-
ferent proposals in the legislation.

Senator JEFFORDS. Well, I am worried about precedent-setting
here, too

Mr. MULFORD. Yes, I think so, because that could come home to
haunt you.

Senator Jeffords. [continuing]. And I think we should declare it
as an anomaly rather than leave it sitting there as a precedent,
suggesting to other GSE's that they may get tagged if they try to
get out of this deal.

Mr. MULFORD. Yes. It makes a strong disincentive. And after all,
the original charter of a GSE is that something needs to be done;
the Government takes a step in that direction, the private sector
takes a step; the mission is accomplished successfully, which in
this case, one can certainly say it has been. And it has been, as
I said, an evolutionary process. The company has adapted well to
the different developments in the market. And I think it might be
a good idea to say job well-done and privatize. But I recognize the
reality of the budget-scoring problem, and that is a very tough
problem to get around.
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Senator JEFFORDS. Can you give me an analysis or explain why
the price of the stock w,?nt down from $6 billion? What happened
to create that fall?

Mr. MULFORD. Well, I think it is a combination of things, but I
would think it has a lot to do with the fact that the Government
decided to enter directly into the student loan business and de-
clared its interest in entirely taking over that business, therefore
in effect undermining the franchise of Sallie Mae.

This is a company which has one main business, and if you look
at the performance of stock prices for companies that are one-prod-
uct companies, if something happens where there is a doubt that
their product is going to be around anymore, their stock price
plunges. So I would say that that decision, and then the uncer-
tainty in the process that has been operating with regard to pos-
sible privatization, what the future of the company should be and
so on, has not been particularly helpful. And the kinds of discus-
sions that are held this morning, which are very important to get
the right legislation, do have some fallout because you get ideas
coming out like, if the shareholders say no, we should put a gun
to their heads and liquidate their company. That does not do any-
body any good in market terms.

So it is the combination of those uncertainties and, I think, the
Government's aggressive stance on student loans that has had that
effect on the market. And of course, if your money had been else-
where, I am not saying you would have made the Dow, but you
might have done very substantially better.

Senator JEFFORDS. Following up on that, since a substantial sec-
ondary market had evolved for guaranteed student loans, that
would indicate that guaranteed student loans were very profitable.
When direct lending entered as a competing entity, that competi-
tion reduced the advantages of the GSEs, and therefore the stocks
went down. Is that a fair ananlysis?

Mr. MULFORD. Well, it took a company which had a single-prod-
uct franchise and presumably, a pretty well-understood margin of
profitability and an industry in fact in that area, and if you take
it to the logical conclusion, that the Government is going to entirely
take over that business franchise in the future, then you are look-
ing at a product and an area of enterprise which is going to shrink,
and the margins will be substantially reduced, ani3 uncertainties
become paramountand that affects stock prices.

Senator JEFFORDS. Well, thank you all very much. I appreciate
your testimony, and I hope you will be amenable to some additional
questions as we go forward on this, especially Barbara, and those
others of you whom I know I can get my hands on here in Wash-
ington.

Thank you all very much for a very excellent hearing.
[Whereupon, at 12:02, the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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